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The Vision of Freedom
In Greek Society

by PASCHAL'S M. KITROMILIDES

The purpose of commemorative speeches is to pay tribute
and celebrate established landmarks of public life in order to
cultivate those emotions that hold together the social body and
to reinforce its cohesiveness. In other words, commemorative
speeches play primarily an ideological role, through the use of
readings and interpretations of the past, which contribute to the
conception of a common identity as part of the consciousness
of members of the society. This has been the rationale behind
speeches delivered at the University of Athens since the establish-
ment of a national celebration of the revival of Hellenism.

A speech commemorating a national celebration, however,
can also be a critical discourse. A turn towards an assessment of
the past in order to determine the foundations of the future
development of a national body can be attempted without vain
exaggerations which characterize commemorative speeches and
often reveal not only a lack of critical judgment, but also in-
security. On the contrary, the tribute owed to such symbolic land-
marks of our common national destiny, such as national celebra-
tions, invites self-definition. This definition can and must, I be-
lieve, be attempted through an evaluation of the nation's historical
journey, in combination with unbiased critical readings of the
past, so that contemporary needs and priorities can be brought
to the surface more clearly. In the past, the University of Athens

PAscHAus M. Krraomn.mEs is professor of Political Science at the
University of Athens, and Director of the Center for Asia Minor
Studies.
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cultivated scholarship while, at the same time, fulfilling certain
ideological functions which very often complimented our national
pride without necessarily contributing to the critical function of
learning. Today, in the last decade of the twentieth century, the
University is primarily called upon to serve the process of learn-
ing, together with the development of critical reasoning. There-
fore, critical discourse is the compelling mission of the Univer-
sity, if it is to function in a creative fashion as a nursery of re-
newal of the Greek society, and not as a simplistic and rather
sad mechanism of self-reproduction.

In this spirit, the thoughts generated by the celebration of
our National Day at the foremost cultural institution of the coun-
try ought to be used as ethical and cultural sparks which might
contribute to performing the critical role that should be played
by the university in a modern society.

With this need in mind, I would suggest that it is ap-
propriate at this moment when we are celebrating the an-
niversary of Greek Independence, to take a careful look at our
history and consider, in view of a "history of independence," the
ideas that inspired the struggles of 1821. Our purpose is to
determine the degree to which these ideas have materialized
during the last two centuries of Greek political independence.

Freedom is a concept with many meanings. Its semantic
content and its inherent values form controversial questions to
which philosophical and political thought have not been able
to offer generally acceptable and unanimous answers. For the
purpose of the present historical analysis, we will limit our-
selves to a combination of a fundamental negative definition
of freedom—the possibility to act freely and without fear of
external suppression—with the positive view of personal au-
tonomy: the right to self-determination.1 This positive view of
freedom must be seen from the perspective of a philosophy of
Ethics: A man is free when able to make choices solely on the
basis of his rational thinking and moral conscience.2 It is obvious
that these theoretical views can only become part of human
experience if they can be combined with specific social and
political institutional arrangements which guarantee the greatest
possible individual freedom compromised only by the rights of
all other societal members. When the expectations of freedom
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are based on equality, freedom becomes a prerequisite for justice
and a principle on which social cohesiveness and responsible
political life can be founded.3 I believe that the proper celebra-
tion of the Greek National Day should include a sincere con-
templation of the realization of these values in our collective life.

II

As a landmark of national revival, March 25, 1821 sym-
bolizes the end of the historical journey of Orthodox Romiosini,
as well as the beginning of a new course for Hellenism towards
the modern world of nation-states. Any attempt to assess the
historical significance of March 25 and the symbolism be-
hind its celebration becomes essentially a comparison between
these two historical journeys which, together, have shaped the
destiny of the post-Byzantine Hellenism. Regarding the pre-1821
period, a reconstruction of the historical understanding of the
Greeks will allow us to comprehend the background against
which the vision of independence was formulated. As for the
post-1821 period, a review of the direction of the national com-
munity which evolved as an independent state after a ten-year
struggle, offers us the opportunity to measure the degree to
which the hopes of those who conceived the vision of freedom
and fought for that end were realized.

The comparison is not easy and could become more severe
for one of the two phases of Greek history in question. Let us
remember what is probably the most classic expression of this
comparison, which comes from Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos.4

If each historical period is judged according to its ac-
complishments, we say with no reservation that, in our
present state of affairs, the nation proved itself to be
superior during the time of slavery compared to the
period of liberation onwards. For the military, urban
and cultural forces on which the Revolution was based,
were formed during the time of slavery. On the other
hand, since the time we acquired our freedom we have
not formed new forces, suitable to complement and se-
cure the endeavors of our forefathers.

The Vision of Preedorn in Greek Society	 7



K. Paparrigopoulos invites the readers of his History of
the Greek Nation to a strict critical evaluation of the political life
of liberated Greece—an evaluation still needed even in our own,
very different times. At the same time he invites his audience to
reevaluate the period before 1821, the historical importance of
which should not be darkened by the shadow of state slavery. If
we follow the national historian and turn to the historical re-
ality of Hellenism on the eve of the national uprising, at the
end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century,
we discover that the Greek vision of independence was formed
in a world which was different, but not inferior, to Paparrigo-
poulos' time.

The Greek world or, to be more precise the "worlds" of
Hellenism during the 100 years prior to 1821, present a picture
of hopeful reorganization. During this period, after long his-
torical and political adventures, the Greek society (with the ex-
ception of the insular complex of the Ionian Islands, which re-
mained under Venetian occupation) had been united within the
borders of the Ottoman Empire. Political unity allowed the in-
stitutional leadership of Orthodox Romiosini, that is the Patri-
archate of Constantinople, to complete its administrative or-
ganization in the Balkans and Asia Minor, thus creating the
foundation for the development of a one-nation consciousness
for all Christian Orthodox subjects under the rule of the Sultan.
This sense of national unity was further reinforced not only by
the church organization and the pastoral work of the Ortho-
dox clergy, but also by Greek education, another area on which
the Church had focused its attention. The Greek educational
system, not so much as a network of schools, but (in the sense
of cultural life) the life of Greek letters, offered the cultural
unity on which the identity of the nation was based. Another
point should also be made here, which is very significant from
the point of view of our times: The cultural unity which was
achieved among the Orthodox nations of the Ottoman Empire
through Greek letters was the common foundation of collective
existence of all Balkan nations. Under the circumstances, to bor-
row the expression of Stephanos Koumanoudes, Professor of
Latin Literature at the University of Athens, these nations "re-
volved like ivy around the Greek oak-tree to the heights of
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humanism through classical education and they •did not even
dream of any kind of hostility against us."'

The institutions which characterize modern nation states
were absent from the world. At the same time, the exclusivities
of nationalisms which divide nations and limit them to strictly
demarcated boundaries were also absent. In addition to the in-
sular and coastal settlements of the Aegean and Ionian Seas
and the Greek mainland, the geographical basis of Hellenism
during the period of the Ottoman occupation spread to expand-
ing cycles of diaspora which covered the whole Balkan peninsula
and the interior of Asia Minor up to Central Europe and the
Near East. This population co-existed with foreign speaking
Orthodox communities in the broader area of the Eastern world,
with the Orthodox religious tradition and Classical Greek heritage
as its common ideological denominator. The political thought
which characterized this Orthodox commonwealth was defined by
the general outline of Byzantine political ideology, adopted to
the realities of subjection to a conqueror of a different religion.'

In the course of the eighteenth century the Eastern world
under Turkish occupation gradually underwent two new experi-
ences, which, in the short run, did not subvert the inertia of its
collective existence but predetermined its long-term historical
future. One of these experiences was the appearance of some
basic movement in the area of economy with the development of
trade, shipping and a locally limited manufacturing industry.
The other development became obvious in the area of education
with the gradual appearance and full maturing of the move-
ment of Enlightenment over a period of four generations. The
Neohellenic Enlightenment, as we often call it by modern con-
vention, essentially represents a tendency for renewal and re-
generation in Greek education. The main characteristic of this
phenomenon was a conscious striving for modernization not only
in education, but also in cultural life in general through a grad-
ual reorientation toward Western standards of thought and
practice.7This turn, •which was initially performed with con-
siderable caution, brought the traditional thought of Eastern
Orthodoxy in contact with the philosophical, scientific and polit-
ical ideas and values of the cosmopolitan world of Western
Europe. The new ways of thinking and the new social values
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of the European civilization transmitted to our familiar East
formed the sources of ideological differences and contradictions,
which very often, determined the interpretation and discussion of
relevant cultural phenomena.

Therefore, it is necessary to clarify two issues: First, the
beginning of the general movement of cultural regeneration
which finally reached its peak with the various achievements of
the Enlightenment was due to the educational initiatives of
Phanariot and Church leaders. This point needs to be stressed
because it has often been suggested that the Church was entirely
negative toward the Enlightenment. This was certainly the out-
come of an ideological conflict brought about by the political
circumstances. At the beginning, however, the traditional interest
of the Church in education—an interest that the Church per-
ceived as a significant part of its pastoral duty—repeatedly led
to initiatives that prepared the way for the Enlightenment and its
bearers. Secondly, the anachronistic persistence of nineteenth-
century state borders imposed by Balkan nationalism has today
produced diverse cultural phenomena, which at that time had
a common basis. Thus Balkan historiography today speaks of
different Enlightenments (e.g. Neohellenic, Rumanian, Serbian).
In actuality, their sources and historical context reveal a unified
phenomenon of cultural change and increased cultural activity,
which took place among the Orthodox populations of the entire
Ottoman empire, with Greek education and language as its
instruments. The range of this phenomenon was not limited to
the European part of the Empire, but touched the Turkish-
speaking Orthodox population of the interior of Asia Minor
and even the Orthodox Arabs of the Middle East.'

The factor which contributed to the increase of cultural
activity in the Balkans during this period was the relative growth
of trade. Trade enterprise—not as an economic movement in the
narrow sense, but as a broadly defined social practice—became the
mechanism which transformed a world of diaspora and isolated
communities to a united society, and turned new cultural phenom-
ena (the need for popularization of science, familiarity with
other cultures and their language, modernization of social be-
havior and values according to European standards), to real
social demands. For this reason, and the initial efforts of the
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Church, the Enlightenment was encouraged even more noticeably
by the merchants and the communities of the diaspora, with
tangible gestures such as the endowment of schools, the fund-
ing of publications and the support of liberal political move-
ments. Especially during the time when the political conflicts of
the French Revolution turned the Church actively against the
Enlightenment and made a significant part of the Phanariots
especially cautious towards it, the merchants became the back-
bone of the cultural movement which aggressively introduced
the new European ideas (French in particular) and their political
suggestions, to our familiar East.

Ill

These were the words of Hellenism which experienced the
vibrations from the the great earthquake that shook the European
continent after 1789. The effect of the French Revolution, the
reactions it caused, the acceptance it received, and the heated
discussion that ensued among the members of the Balkan society,
form the political outline for the processing of new visions re-
garding the future of the enslaved populations of the Ottoman
Empire. Thus, the preconditions for the development of a vision
of independence in the Greek political mind were essentially
formed during the thirty-year period from 1790-1820.

The vision of independence was particularly expressed by
the bearers of the ideas of the Enlightenment, who declared with
growing resolution not only the hope for national independence
(i.e. the shaking off of the foreign yoke of captivity), but also
the demand for a reconstruction of the Greek society according
to the standards of the free countries of Western Europe and
North America. The demand for political freedom was rendered
by intellectuals who had been ideologically raised in the values
and declarations of the French Revolution, especially Rhegas
Velestinlis and Adamantios Korais.

Rhegas (bard and foremost martyr of the independence
struggle of the Balkan nations), envisioned the political future
as a united democratic state whose institutions would be modeled
after the Jacobin Constitution of 1793. The break from the
historical past of the Balkan society could not have been more
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radical. Rhegas with his writings and publications, his ardent
political argumentation and his revolutionary activity set the foun-
dation for the tradition of Balkan radicalism, which used the
ideas of Montesquieu, Rousseau and the revolutionary political
humanism of the Enlightenment in the examination of the prob-
lems of the Balkan society.° His political preposition did not
merely include the overthrow of foreign rule and the attainment
of ethnic sovereignty (the "self-rule" as he calls it), of the
populations of Northeastern Europe. It also provided for in-
stitutional arrangements which would result in profound re-
formation of the institutions of the Balkan society, through the
introduction of political equality and participation of the majority
of citizens in the administration of public affairs. Beyond the
political rights and liberties included in the Bill of Human and
Political Rights of the French Revolution, Rhegas' Constitution
also provided for the social rights which reinforce liberty by
founding it on social justice.

Rhegas anticipated that the future of the Balkan and Asia
Minor populations would be grounded on a new social, moral
and political •order consistent with the most radical promises
of the intellectuals of the Enlightenment. Therefore, it is a
matter of misinterpretation and anachronism to believe that
Rhegas aspired to the revival of the Byzantine Empire and to
trace artificial elements of Byzantine ideology in his thought.
The Orthodox Church, the official guardian and interpreter of
this tradition, understood Rhegas' objectives better than anyone
else and unequivocally condemned his work. Nevertheless, Rhegas'
personal experience with the deeper dynamics of the Balkan
society allowed him to discern one of its main characteristics on
which he based his program—that the political emancipation
of the Balkan nations and their detachment from the past, sym-
bolized by the idea of "Greek Democracy," would be founded
on classical Greek education—the connecting cultural "web"
among the nations of the area. In Rhegas' activist conception,
classical Greek education, as the common basis of cultural life
in Northeastern Europe, represented an element of continuity
with the past, on which the cross-national practices of both the
Church and the Enlightenment had been based. On the other
hand, classical Greek education was also the connecting element
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with the future, in the sense that it gave substantive content to
the revolutionary proclamation of brotherhood among people
and nations.

With his radical political rhetoric, his subversive activity
and his inspiring war-songs (which translated in Greek the songs
and marches of revolutionary France), Rhegas stands at the start-
ing point of three decades of revolutionary turmoil. The reper-
cussions of this turmoil were evident in the successive revolts of
the Balkan nations during the French Revolution, and ended
with the uprisings of 1821. Together with the radical move-
ment which has its roots in Rhegas' revolutionary initiatives, a
second outlook of the future of Greece was formed in the
broader area of ideological movements of the French Revolution—
the liberal political perspective of Adamantios Korais. In this
case, radical emotions are disciplined through a more cohesive
and detailed approach which brings the beginnings of classical
European liberalism into the examination of the Greek political
question.

From his early critical observations regarding the revolu-
tionary events in France from 1789 onwards, to his anti-Capodis-
trian pamphlets of the last years of his life, Korais steadily fol-
lowed a course of liberal ideas. Korais' theoretical reflections
were particularly recorded in his monumental prefaces to edi-
tions of ancient Greek texts. From the preface to the 1820 edi-
tion of Hippocrates, to the 1821 and 1822 editions respectively
of Aristotle's Politics and Moralia, Korais is struggling to lay
a foundation for liberal thought and raise the awareness of his
fellow compatriots. The theoretical orientation of his reasoning
is characteristically expressed in the introduction of Hippocrates'
treatise, On Airs, Waters and Places. The influence of leading
representatives of European liberalism, such as Montesquieu and
Condorcet, is reflected in the text. The idea of progress and
the innate ability of men and societies to achieve higher levels
of civilization through the expansion of the conquests of freedom,
constitutes Korais' guiding ideas. On the basis of this assess-
ment, he proceeds to refute the false accusations of those who
criticized Hellenism for degeneration and barbarism, without
taking into consideration the harmful consequences of slavery.

These views form the general outline of Korais' outlook
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on the Greek question. This issue is the subject of his analyses
in his excellent sociological essay entitled "Memorandum on the
Present State of Civilization in Greece.' In this 1803 work,
Korais relates Greek independence to a more general theory of
history, which defines the passage of societies through time as
a struggle of civilization against barbarism. In the case of Greece,
Korais makes the hopeful observation that after dire testing,
the forces of civilization were close to overthrowing the forces
of barbarism, and that this turn of the course of history predicted
the eventual triumph of liberty. Korais founded his optimism
mainly on two developments in the Greek society: the growth
of trade and the progress of education.11 According to Korais,
these forces (trade economy and cultural and spiritual aware-
ness), formed the framework of a "moral revolution," which
predetermined the positive outcome of the struggle for civiliza-
tion in Greek society. The logic of Korais' argumentation goes
back to the social and historical theory of European Enlighten-
ment and the classical liberal historical views of Montesequieu
and Condorcet. This is exactly the spirit that Korais is trying to
convey to his compatriots in order to prepare them for inde-
pendence.

His desire to guide his contemporaries along the strenuous
road to independence is recorded in his introductions to suc-
cessive volumes of the Greek Library, especially his essay en-
titled "Improvisations on Greek Education and Society"—included
as an introduction to the volume of Plutarch's Lives. Korais' view
is clear: The moral attitudes and cultural dispositions which sup-
port the pursuit of liberty can only be cultivated through educa-
tion, which can flourish in a trade society. "True freedom is
conquered only through true education,"13 he says. Liberty pre-
supposes the specific ethos of the mature and responsible citizen,
which naturally cannot be cultivated in the ignorance of an
underdeveloped society or under the oppressive yoke of des-
potism. For this reason, when the 1821 uprising broke out, the
then-older Korais, shaken by the "earthquake erupting in his
soul,"14 rushed to publish Aristotle's Politics and Nicomachean
Ethics in order to instruct his fighting compatriots in the social
virtues, justice, moderation, mediation, the duties of the citizen
and the liberating power of friendship. Korais believed that ul-
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timately the Greeks could prepare for independence only when
they had realized its true meaning." "Man's freedom means to
do freely not what one wants but what the laws forgive .. .
only then does the citizen possess true freedom, when he uses it
in such a way, that it does not violate the freedom of another
citizen and can only protect it, when he respects his fellow citizens
as being free."

These visions of liberty were the essential political expres-
sions of the Neohellenic Enlightenment and contributed decisively
to the psychological preparation for the War of Independence."
After all, the outline for the ideological self-conception and
articulation of the political and social demands of the Greek
struggle for independence after 1821 was based on the prin-
ciples and values originating in the radical and liberal move-
ments of the Enlightenment. The ideology of liberty may have
been the most dynamic, but was not the predominant force in
Greek political thought on the eve of the revolt. Ideological
legitimacy in traditional Greek society under the Ottoman Empire
was expressed by the Orthodox Church, which, in its role as
the national leader of the rayahs, had developed its own his-
torical reasoning. The views of the Church regarding the future
of the nation sprang from the prerequisites of transcendence in
Orthodox theological thought and were, therefore, incompatible
with the secular pursuits of the political philosophy of the En-
lightenment. Following the Gospel saying: "Give therefore to
Caesar the things that are Caesar's and give God the things
that are God's" (Matthew, 22.21) and the precept of the Apostle:
"Let every soul be subject to the higher powers" (Romans, 13.1),
the Church adapted a policy of political loyalty to the Ottoman
Empire, and used the privileges granted by the rulers to ensure
the survival of the people of God and perform its pastoral mis-
sion of consolidating the Orthodox faith without restrictions."
Therefore, subversive and precarious visions of freedom could
find little sympathy among the advocates of Church policies and
Orthodox tradition. The Patriarchate of Constantinople and the
Orthodox hierarchy followed more moderate solutions, imposed
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by the necessity of coexistence with a state of different religion,
and approached the issues of collective national life according to
their sense of historical responsibility, which, it must be said,
was vindicated many times by the political circumstances. It is
therefore pointless and historically inaccurate to either offer
apologies for the position of the Church or to use worthless
polemics against its so-called "voluntary servitude."

The bearers of the Enlightenment and the freedom fighters,
writing in a state of rage and confusion in the midst of their
visions and fighting, often speak harshly against the position of
the Church. A typical example is the anonymous Greek who
wrote the Hellenike Nomarchia ("The Greek Rule of Law")
and other anonymous patriots who composed other important
texts of social criticism. As well, other representatives of the
Enlightenment, often clergymen themselves, such as the De-
metrian authors of New Geography, Gregorius Konstantas, Daniel
Philippides," Stephanos Dougas and Neophytos Dougas," spoke
critically about the attitude of the Church. This uneasiness is not
absent even from the writings of Korais, who attempts, however,
to lessen •the conflict and stress the positive aspects of these
issues. In all these cases, criticism is interpreted as part of the
effort to awaken the consciousness of the people for the up-
rising. Today, however, it is important to understand the historical
position of the Church and evaluate its ecumenical view regard-
ing the collective destiny of Orthodox nations in the context of
the tradition of the Hellenized East. This kind of evaluation is
certainly different compared to more recent, nationally deter-
mined, ways of thinking.

V

In any case, the official response of the Church—as ex-
pressed particularly in the contradicting admonitions of the Patri-
arch of Constantinople, Gregorius V against not only the French
Revolution but also the Greek uprising, in his first and third
term respectively—did not affect the outcome of events. The new
revolutionary messages and the invincible vision of liberty deter-
mined the nation's course and directed it towards the model of
modern nation states. Texts expressing ideological self-conception
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of the independence struggle testify to this turn of collective
future." The declaration of Greek Independence, on January 1,
1822 as a prologue to the Provisional Constitution of Greece,
summarizes the new political aspirations:

The Greek Nation, under the dreadful Ottoman des-
potism, unable to bear any longer the most oppressive
and unprecedented yoke of tyranny, having shaken it
off with great sacrifice, declares through its legal de-
fenders gathered in a National Assembly in front of
God and men, its political existence and independence.

Epidauros, January 1822 and
First Year of Independence.

This epigrammatical declaration of the revolutionary Greeks
to the civilized world constitutes the ideological emblem of the
Greek Independence War. As an expression of the collective will
of the Greek society, it is also an instrument of direction for
the future. It is worth exploring in more detail why the ex-
pressive and stylistic devices selected revealed a revolutionary
change in development. First, we notice a transition from the
nation of Orthodox Romioi (the term used to indicate the Chris-
tian subjects of the Sultan but also broadly dispersed social
groups speaking different languages) towards the idea of a
Greek nation. The belief that the Greek nation is a unified com-
munity defined by secular cultural rather than religious criteria
had been cultivated by the Enlightenment, and conflicted with
views of the Church regarding a common identity among all
Orthodox nations. The cultural criteria in particular were the
Greek language, and its historical relation •to classical Greek
antiquity. These were the defining elements of the Greek nation
that the Enlightenment brought to the surface.

Secondly, the Greek nation which acquired its self-conscious-
ness through its desperate struggle against the "dreadful Ottoman
despotism" is particularly defined by its pursuit of independence.
The united shaking off of the "unprecedented yoke of tyranny"
is an act which expresses the shared will of the Greeks to form
a united national community. Third, the awareness of collective
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existence of the new nation was characteristically formed on
the basis of modern theories of government and law on two
levels. Internationally, the Greeks sought recognition as an in-
dependent state with an autonomous status under international
law. This was the essence of the simple declaration "in front
of God and men" by which the Greek nation claimed its "existence
and independence as a state." Domestically, this new political
unit perceives itself as a state which is represented and governed
by legal representatives (its "defenders"). The legal status of
these defenders is naturally interpreted as authority to act by
means of their election by the social body.

The revolutionary Constitutions of Epidauros (1822),
Astros (1823) and Troezen (1827) add a specific constitutional
status to these expectations.2' In the subsequent polishing of their
institutional details, these constitutional outlines clearly present
the ambition of the freedom fighters to establish a liberal dem-
ocratic state in their freed country.

Regardless of what could be assessed as "objective" recep-
tivity of the Greek society and despite any disagreements among
the protagonists of the Greek "drama," the predominant per-
ception regarding the optimal form of political and constitutional
legitimacy among the fighters was expressed with absolute clarity
in the three revolutionary Constitutions: The objective of the
Greek national uprising was the establishment of a political and
constitutional system inspired by the principles of European
liberalism. Greek independence was founded on constitutional
principles guarding against arbitrary acts through the establish-
ment of the division of powers, representative government, and
protection of individual rights and political freedom of the citi-
zens. Especially noteworthy is the tendency to strengthen and
expand the application of liberal principles, as well as the
noticeable enhancement of views regarding popular sovereignty
and political freedom—which marks the evolution of the con-
stitutional amendments from the Provisional Constitution of
Epidauros to the Political Constitution of Troezen. Thus, we may
conclude without any reservations that the political inheritance
of the Fathers and Founders of the Greek independence for the
future of the "reborn" nation was exactly the vision of a state
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of independent institutions, political freedom and democratic
legitimacy.

The authors of the Constitutions did not compose their texts
in an ideological vacuum. Their aspirations, condensed in their
constitutional suggestions, spread in the more general political
environment of revolutionary Greece. They were recorded with
great vividness in the press and the political pamphlets of the
Revolution, which echoed the most progressive messages of con-
temporary European political thought. This is the result of the
political literature of the Enlightenment, and the connecting links
between earlier ideological movements and the political expres-
sion of independent Greek society. Liberal political thought
resonates clearly in this rich collection of texts, which encompasses
the great moment of coherent political reasoning regarding the
independence of Greece. Once again, credit is owed to Adamantios
Korais. We are referring to the Notes on the Provisional Greek
Constitution, an 1822 work which remained unpublished during
Korais' lifetime. It is a work of mature political thought, char-
acterized by strong democratic will. Clearly anti-monarchic and
anti-aristocratic, the text reflects Korais' anxiety regarding the
most effective protection of the liberal character of the Greek
Constitution. This is exactly the essence of the criticism he makes
on the provisions of the Provisional Constitution of Epidauros.
Korais asks for greater power of the judiciary over the executive
branch, expansion of civil liberties and more effective enforce-
ment of the principle of equality. He envisions constitutional
provisions which would promote the liberal transformation of
the Greek society.22

Adamantios Korais was not alone in his visions regarding
the Greek State. He expressed rather, a more general question of
the contemporary European liberal thought, which viewed the
Greek War for Independence as the first hopeful sign towards
the overthrow of a totalitarian international order imposed on
the European world by the Restoration after the Congress of
Vienna. For liberal intellectuals, the establishment of a liberal
democratic government in Greece could symbolize a halt in this
storm of suppression of revolutionary activities and the return of
hope for freedom in the European world. With his views re-
garding the organization of the Greek Government, Korais aligns
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himself with two leading representatives of liberal political
thought of his era—Jeremy Bentham23 and Benjamin Constant!'
At the same time, given the internal complexities of Greek polit-
ical tradition, Korais, with his views and aspirations became the
father of liberal political discourse, whose views echo through-
out the entire nineteenth century. Among the representatives of
Greek liberalism, who draw their cultural descent from Korais'
political thought, we list two Professors of our Law School,
N. I. Saripolos and Ioannis Soutsos, who may be considered
the founders of academic political science in Greece. With their
work and writings, these two leading representatives of liberal
thought brought the claim for civil liberty to the center of
public discussion in Greece during the previous century.

VI

The vision of freedom, with the specific meaning that was
given to it by the political thinkers of the Hellenic revival, opted
primarily for a transformation of the Greek society and men-
tality according to the standards of Western Europe. This trans-
formation would lead to the acceptance of a new ethos to public
life, and the adaptation of a new attitude of life in the private
sphere, according to the principles of European liberalism. The pio-
neers of this vision before and during the uprising were not trapped
even for one moment in artificial dilemmas and ambivalent
choices, because they were fully aware that the shaking off of
the foreign yoke could only be accomplished through the path
leading to a liberal state. This clear, and often aggressive, choice
constituted the cultural and moral background of the struggle
for independence and the heritage the freedom fighters left to
the political society of the independent state that they had created
with their own blood.

The asymmetry between the ideological program and the
social reality this program sought to establish resulted in the con-
flicts, divisions and civil anguish that ultimately created the pre-
conditions for the disruption of the internal unity of the vision
of freedom. Thus, independence was accomplished without polit-
ical liberties and civil rights. In order to save the independence
of Greece, Governor Ioannis Kapodistrias asked for the suspen-
sion of liberties of the Troezen Constitution and attempted to
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impose the standard of modernization from above." But even
Kapodistrias' choices regarding government are essentially not
far removed from the original orientation of the Revolution,
towards the establishment of a Western type of state, with the
modernization of the traditional Greek society as its mission, in
order to make it receptive to the requirements of liberties which
are an inseparable element of any modernizing view of govern-
ment. The dramatic opposition and the tragic end of Kapodistrias'
efforts illustrate symbolically the tragedy on which the new Greek
state was founded. Independence was achieved, but the vision
of liberty remained unrealized. Othon's regency continued the
politics of enforcing institutional modernization from above.
During the period of absolute monarchy, liberties continued to
be suppressed through the practices of the government, especially
with the appearance of authoritarian and atavistic ideologies
which collided with the cultural heritage of the Enlightenment."
The University of Athens, during the first decades of its history,
was the arena for these ideological conflicts. However, thanks
to the descendants of the Enlightenment who occupied the first
chairs, the message of liberty never ceased to sound.

The more recent course of the Greek state was marked by
the pursuit of national integration, internally and externally, for
the purpose of political and cultural unification of all parts of
the Greek nation and their historical territories. As part of this
program of national integration the most responsible representa-
tives of Greek political thought made an effort to overcome the
original disagreements and realize the vision of liberty in polit-
ical and social practice, believing that this was the only way to
ensure the viability of national integration. This very struggle,
with many variations, continues even today.

The most hopeful moments of Greek political history and
thought are associated with the pursuit of self-realization of the
vision of liberty. The stops on this journey and their importance
are well known, and we only need to mention them epigram-
matically: (1) 1843-1844 introduction of constitutional govern-
ment and expression of the will for national unity between the
Hellenism of Greece and the diaspora. (2) 1862-1864 introduc-
tion of the most liberal constitution in Europe. Before the second
electoral change was completed in Great Britain and while France
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was still suffering under a dictatorial government, the constitu-
tion of 1864 secures not only liberties in general but also the
principle of democracy." (3) 1875 consolidation of parliamen-
tarism and the democratic character of the government. These
institutional developments seem to finally vindicate the claims
of the Enlightenment regarding the introduction of a state of
liberal institutions in the Greek society. The old disagreements,
however, are not absent and are expressed on the ideological level
in the form of dilemmas that often invade the Greek political
thinking. The typical form of this dilemma was already expressed
during the nineteenth century as a disagreement between the
modernizing liberalism and a vocal and inflexible nationalism
regarding the promotion of the demand for national integra-
tion. The study of this disagreement in Greek political thought
teaches bitter lessons. Divergence from concentration on the ra-
tional viewing of political problems and the protection of liberties
on one hand and entrapment in the authoritative reasoning of
the intolerant national majority which does not accept question-
ing and alternative views on the other, contains the danger of
national disaster as the price for demagoguery. This Thucydidean
interpretation of history is unfortunately verified with impressive
consistency in modern Greek experience. I will only mention
some representative dates: 1897, 1922 and 1974.

In such cases of national crisis, the most perceptive and
sensitive observers of Greek society were always able to see the
remedy—which was nothing else but the reinforcement of liberty.
In this moment of celebration let me remind you of a typical
example taken from another leading member of the University of
Athens, Kostis Palamas. Writing in the climate of despair• after
the disaster of 1897, the national bard senses that there is only
one escape from the dead-end and downward course of the nation
to the last step on "the ladder of evil." It is the liberating pur-
suit of absolute freedom as it is symbolized in the poetic anarchism
of the iconoclast gypsy of the Dodekalogos. Decline and cor-
ruption can only be tamed by submitting to the necessity of
absolute freedom.

An examination of the course of our nation during the
twentieth century from the perspective of the "history of in-
dependence," reveals with particular clarity the close associa-
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tion between the realization of liberty and the success of national
integration. On the other hand, such an examination underlines
the fact that periods of absolute power, repression, or abolition
of liberties coincide with national catastrophes and tragedies. The
expansion of liberties, and the reinforcement of the protection
of personal freedom and freedom of the press through measures
taken by the constitutional reform of 1911 against arbitrary acts
of the government, coincides with the national triumphs of the
Balkan Wars. On the other hand, the passions of national division
which nourished extreme intolerance and fanaticism in Greek
society (the first victim in this case was certainly the respect for
individual rights and the rights of the dissenters) coincided with
the Asia Minor Catastrophe. The political and ideological history
of Greece during the twentieth century appears trapped in this
sad spiral motion. The tragedy of National Division, and its
conclusion in 1922 with the greatest national catastrophe in the
history of Hellenism, does not appear to have sufficiently en-
lightened the Greek consciousness. The abolition of liberties by
the government on August 4, 1936 is related to a new na-
tional division which resulted in the tragedy of the Civil War—a
situation which undermined the vigor and corroded the moral and
human resources of the nation. Before Greek society had a chance
to recover from this disaster, another case of absolutism and a
new abolition of liberties by the coup of April 21, 1967 led to
a new national tragedy, with the 1974 events in Cyprus. It should
be added, however, that throughout all these tragic incidents
there were vigilant spirits and liberal voices which pointed out
the dangers and appropriate solutions. Unfortunately, as a rule,
they were not heeded. Public dialogue, political debate, educa-
tion and literature in general, present several such voices of
prudence and humanity in Greece, both between• the wars and
in the post-war era. The dissenting voice in Greek society, how-
ever, often ended up sounding like a voice of despair and isolated
protest. This phenomenon also hints at the limits of the realiza-
tion of the vision of freedom in Greek society during this century.

VII
The tragedies comprising the main body of twentieth cen-

tury Greek history not only verify in negative terms the value of
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liberty, but also vindicate the heritage of the political thought
of Greek revival, as expressed with the greatest maturity by Ada-
mantios Korais and symbolically codified in the constitutions of
the Revolution. It is this heritage of political values that we
essentially commemorate every year on March 25. With this
tradition of real liberalism, based on the morality of liberties
and not the demands of the economic market, we are called upon
today to unite in order to strengthen our commitment to the in-
dependence of our country. Any references to the tragedies which
comprise the Greek history of our century and are associated with
the repression and abolition of liberties, were not meant to
undermine the joy of this celebration. On the contrary, they were
meant to give us the opportunity to appreciate the consolidation
and security of freedom in Greek society today. This undisputable
fact is the result of the political choices made during the period
of Greek history which begins with the 1974 change of govern-
ment and especially with the joining of our country to the
European Community on January 1, 1981.

I would dare suggest that, in the long run, this landmark of
our modern history will be deemed as an event equally important
as the recognition of independence of the modern Greek state.
In my opinion, it will not be considered so because of the con-
nection to the organized interests of Europe or to the economic
dimensions of the European unification, but because of our
inclusion in the European community of democratic states and
liberties. Given that the assessment of the collective destiny of
peoples is not simply a matter of balanced budget, the significance
of historical events in the course of a society should be evaluated
from this very perspective of political morality.

Liberty and the political responsibilities it implies are the
strength and pride of Greek society today. The problems the
country is facing, both domestic and foreign, are many and com-
plex. The strengthening of liberty and the civilization of liberties,
however, are also the weapons to face them. This is not an
empty phrase or a rhetorical exaltation of a commemorative
speech, but a conclusion which originates in an examination of
the nature of our national problems. As far as foreign problems
are concerned, freedom in our public and private life is the most
important element of superiority against those who plot against
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the security and integrity of our country. This is not simply a
matter of the well-being of the Greek society. Liberty makes
Greece a guarantee of stability and security in the region and
also a standard of hope in the eyes of the wretched nations that
surround us. After all, liberty and equality secure the internal
safety of the country because they ensure the loyalty of all citi-
zens. For this reason it is necessary to support liberty as a social
act by showing absolute respect to its specific manifestations:
polyphony, respect of dissidents, avoidance of fanaticism, bigotry
and surrender to the absurd passions of chauvinism which under-
mine good faith, unprejudiced dialogue and the rational evalua-
tion of problems.

Moreover, liberty as a condition of responsible political life
is also a source of hope for a more effective way of dealing with
the domestic problems of the country. Economic crisis is only
the surface symptom of these problems. The actual reason for
the crisis in Greek national life today is related to the really
tragic lessening of our ability to differentiate public interest from
our individual self-interest; in other words to distinguish between
the responsible exercise of our rights, which is guaranteed by
democracy, and the excessive pursuit of self-interest which has no
moral restraints. This is the case of a crisis of political morality;
a crisis which is reinforced by ideological confusion—caused
first by the various attacks against rational thinking as a defining
value of life; second by the degradation of liberty to a technique
used in the handling of economic and administrative problems;
and third by the opportunity that this approach to the notion
of liberty offers to the intellectual absolutism and moral relativism
to continue their irresponsible and sacrilegious work of under-
mining liberty as a self-existent and autonomous value which
should be the aim of a democratic society. This perception of
liberty, which inspired the fighters of 1821 and the visionaries
of liberal political thought in the course of Modern Greek
political history, must be protected and strengthened as the only
escape from the Greek societal crisis.

Freedom in political action means acceptance of responsibili-
ties. At this critical moment, our duty places us all in front of
our inescapable political obligations: Our political leaders, ad-
ministration and minority, are called upon to face the respon-
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sibilities and the consequences of bold political decisions and
educate the public without evasions and demagogic stratagems
so that it will understand the necessity. We, the citizens, are
called upon to exercise rational political judgment, to value
critical reasoning and accept the price of making responsible
political decisions for the sake of long-term public interests and
not short-sighted private gains. Trust and mutual respect between
the political leadership and the citizens which is a requirement of
democracy, can only be achieved in keeping with the principles
of social justice. Finally, in order for the University, together
with the other institutions of our society, especially Justice and
Church, to perform its mission, which is the control of pettiness
in public and private life, it is called upon to undertake the
greatest responsibility, that is to cultivate serious contemplation
regarding the content, the oppositions and the dilemmas posed
by liberty, instead of empty rhetoric. There is no doubt that
this can only be accomplished with the protection of classical
education, which is threatened today by the sirens of technocracy
and popularism. This is the only way to win the intellectual battle
in Greek society for the benefit of liberty. The ultimate trans-
formation of liberty from an ideal of political thought' to real
political action in our country is only possible through full con-
sciousness of what liberty really means. The search for it is both
the best commemoration of everything March 25 symbolizes,
and vindication of the hopes, visions and sacrifices of the 1821
national uprising.

translated by Maria C. Pantelia
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"Twenty years after the beginning of the struggle for independence, the
expectation of those who had been inspired by the vision of freedom remained
unfulfilled and their realization was postponed for the indeterminate future. On
the other hand, the feeling of disappointment/mistrust for Greek public life,
which has never left us since then, begins to dominate the conscience of the more
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sensitive observants. On March 25, 1842, Dionysios Solomos writes to George
Tertsetis from Corfu:

It is twenty years today since the day Greece broke the chains of
slavery. This day of the Annunciation is a day for joy and tears for me.
Joy for the future, tears for the past slavery.

"As for today, what can I say? Corruption is so widespread, and
has such deep roots, which makes you wonder. Only when the causes of
corruption are completely extinct, we will be able to have a moral re-
birth. Our future will be great, when everything is based on morality,
when justice prevails, when the Letters are cultivated not for the sake
of vain pretension but for the benefit of the people who seek education
and learning, not scholasticism. Then we or rather our children will
experience a moral renaissance, and the future will be great."

See D. Solomos, 'AXIXoypccota, ed. Linos Politis, Athens 1991, p. 370.

27See 'Apio-r6(3ofiXoc I, Mays°	 "TI &IvoKrxrracr) etpxii Etc TO
ZOvrccyz to8 1864," EUVTay gatuch eEcopto: Kat	 eEcraaXovticri
1980, pp. 65 - 117 and r. IGYrriparic, avrayva Kat 'EK.Xoyic crr?p, 'EX-
Xecact 1864-1909, Athens 1991, pp. 103-158.
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The Populist Phase
Of An Underdeveloped
Surveillance Society:
Political Surveillance
In Post-Dictatorial Greece

by MINAS SAMATAS

A. Introduction

Post-war Greece presents an interesting case of being an
oppressive surveillance society; even without entering the informa-
tion age and without using informatics, it organized mass sur-
veillance of the entire population, as a basic socio-political con-
trol mechanism of the anti-communist state, in order to enforce
mass loyalty. Serious remnants of anti-communist surveillance
were maintained even in post-dictatorial Greece until the rise
to power of the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK).
Despite PASOK's pre-election promises and some significant—
albeit never implemented—anti-surveillance legislation, political
surveillance was technically and qualitatively modernized to serve
the political control objectives of a populist party with a per-
sonalistic and autocratic leadership. The exploration of the author-
itarian surveillance remnants and the new type of selective political
surveillance during and after the PASOK administration is the
first objective of this study.

It seems that populist politics and selective political sur-
veillance are still serving the current governmental leadership
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of the New Democracy "neo-liberal" party. Thus, the main ob-
jective of this work is to explore what kind of surveillance society
is post-dictatorial Greece and what this entails for the Greek
sociopolitical system and the overall relationships between the
state and its citizens.

Academic inquiry and privacy advocates argue that informa-
tion societies—societies dependent on information exchange
through the use of computers and telecommunication devices—
are becoming surveillance societies.' Most analyses of govern-
mental and corporate surveillance focus on the immensely in-
creased "technical ability" of both modern governments and cor-
porations to collect detailed personal information on their popu-
lations, either for legitimate purposes, such as revenue collection,
welfare programs, licensing, registration, law enforcement, and
marketing,2 or for illegitimate purposes, such as socio-political
control, discrimination, and other expediencies.

In this "information age," which is really a misnomer for
the surveillance age, technically it is quite possible for many
societies—even Third World ones—to use advanced surveillance
technology. There are not, however, that many societies which
could be characterized as "advanced or developed surveillance
societies," if by this term we mean societies which 1) have ad-
vanced technical ability for surveillance, 2) use surveillance
basically for legitimate purposes, and 3) have installed social
control mechanisms which satisfactorily safeguard the privacy
and civil liberties of their citizens. In other words, the surveil-
lance development level of these societies is reflected not simply
by their technical surveillance apparatus, but mainly by the fact
that they have established a socio-political consensus and mutual
trust between their civil society and the state regarding both the
kind of surveillance used and the protection of their citizens'
rights.

On the other hand, I consider as an "underdeveloped sur-
veillance society" any society that, regardless of its socio-economic
development and technological surveillance ability, uses sur-
veillance for basically illegitimate purposes, without any sub-
stantial legal protection and respect for personal and civil liber-
ties. Thus, "surveillance underdevelopment" does no't refer to tech-
nical and automation backwardness, but rather to the lack of a
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legal structure that effectively protects the individual from state
and corporate intrusion into its private life. A characteristic
feature of backward surveillance societies is that because they
insist on governmental political surveillance of their population,
including information collection, documentation and supervision
by the state of the socio-political convictions and activities of in-
dividuals, groups, and institutions! At the same time they do
not have or they undermine any laws and agencies designed •to
protect against such illegitimate surveillance practices, they are
unable to establish any consensus even for legitimate surveillance
purposes.

It must be added that the above distinction between "sur-
veillance development" or "underdevelopment" applies primarily
to formal democratic states and parliamentary democracies with
formally established constitutional freedoms. In authoritarian
and totalitarian regimes, surveillance is always supplemented by
open or disguised mass violence and terror against citizens'
rights and freedoms! Sweden is thus undoubtedly the model of
a developed surveillance society in the capitalist world because
of 1) its high degree of automation, 2) the pervasiveness of the
"Personal Identification Number" (PIN) for record linkages and
data transfers between the public and private sectors, and 3) a com-
plex legal structure, dominated by "the principle of openness"
expressed in its famous Freedom of the Press Act, that makes
available to third parties a wide range of identifiable personal
data normally kept confidential in other countries! In fact,
Sweden, with a highly computerized public administration and
a very efficient state apparatus, has institutionalized legitimate
surveillance, which is accepted by its powerful civil society mainly
due to bureaucratic accountability and informed trust between
the state and its citizens.

If, therefore, Sweden can be considered the model of an
advanced surveillance society, the purpose of this paper is to
prove that post-dictatorial Greece is, if not the model of, definitely
an underdeveloped surveillance society. To substantiate this argu-
ment, a case study is made of the use of political surveillance
during the most liberal period of post-war Greece, by that of the
PASOK administration, 1981-1989. Furthermore, a reference to
the surveillance record of the current post-PASOK period, corn-
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pared to the previous periods, helps to document the continuing
populist politics vis-à-vis political surveillance to date and to sub-
stantiate the argument that contemporary Greece is still an under-
developed surveillance society, which has passed to a populist
phase from a long authoritarian one. Hence, the final objective of
this study is to contribute to a better understanding not just of the
PASOK authority's actual syle and characer (841)oc Kal ho-oc),
but mainly to illustrate the evolution and modernization of the
whole Greek post-dictatorial sociopolitical control system vis-a-vis
civil liberties and democracy.

B. Political Surveillance as an Indispensable Mechanism
of Greek "Bureaucratism": A Brief Review

In post-war Greece, the winners of the civil war and their
foreign patrons organized an oppressive anti-communist socio-
political control system, that I call "authoritarian bureaucratism,""
an elaborate state-organized socio-political control system which
combined parliamentary and repressive control mechanisms to
impose mass loyalty and the relations of domination.7 The
police and military security surveillance network, without the
use of computers and other electronic devices, watched, col-
lected, stored, and updated information in special surveillance
files on the socio-political ideology and activity of every citizen,
group, and institution. This bureaucratic surveillance procedure,
expressed by the popular Greek term fakeloma (literally filing),
constituted the basic oppressive political control technology' by
which the Greek post-war anti-communist state enforced mass
loyalty, classifying Greek citizens either as loyal, "healthy," na-
tionally-minded, ethnicofrones or stigmatizing them as non-
nationally-minded, miasma, a label applied not just to com-
munists, leftists or sympathizers, but also to anyone "disloyal"—
not actively demonstrating conformity and obedience to the anti-
communist regime.' The period from the end of the civil war
up to 1974 when the military dictatorship collapsed, was marked
by "Greek McCarthyism"; the state and para-state's mass, re-
pressive, anti-communist campaign which enforced mass loyalty
through police and military surveillance, crude invasion into
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private lives, political discrimination and mass curtailment of civil
liberties, which seriously affected all state-citizens relations of
domination."

Despite the post-dictatorial liberalization and the legaliza-
tion of the Greek Communist Party (K.K.E.) since 1974, or
rather because of it, the Greek conservative forces, out of fear
of the new emergent radical forces, reinstated institutionalized
anti-communism—albeit far less repressive than before—and per-
petuated a milder form of authoritarian "bureaucratism" to sus-
tain the rule of the Greek Right until 1981. In fact, although the
anti-communist authoritarian phase formally ended in Greece
with the collapse of military dictatorship, authoritarian "bu-
reaucratism" actually ended in October 1981, when PASOK came
to power. During this first post-dictatorial period the survival and
even modernization of many old and new repressive and discrim-
inating controls against the Left, including police and military
surveillance, worked as a boomerang against the reestablished
conservative forces;" these obsolete anti-communist controls were
exposed by the press and strengthened the anti-rightist opposi-
tion, thus contributing to the 1981 electoral victory of PASOK,
which had promised the abolition of all political discrimination
and the dismantling of the political surveillance apparatus as a
basic presupposition for a socialist transformation of Greece."
As a matter of fact, the first PASOK government officially
abolished institutionalized anti-communism by 1) cancelling most
of the surviving civil war anti-communist legislation, 2) officially
recognizing the communist-led EAM resistance movement, and
3) allowing the unrestricted repatriation of Greek political
refugees.

Nevertheless, with the PASOK rise to power, post-dictatorial
Greece entered the phase of populism, since the Greek "under-
privileged" people, liberated by anti-communism, were integrated
and pacified by a proclaimed socialist party, dominated by a
charismatic and autocratic leader, who promised radical socialist
change to mesmerize them and then sent them back to their
homes," as soon as he formed his own government. The over-
centralized structures and populist ideological functions of the
PASOK party were also reflected by the PASOK administration,
that transformed the obsolete right-wing authoritarian "bureau-
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cratism" into a modernized populist "bureaucratism"—a party
and state-organized socio-political control system that served pri-
marily the hegemonic objectives of the PASOK populist leadership.

The above argument on the populist character of the PASOK
party and authority is hopefully substantiated by the following
case study of the surveillance record of the PASOK administra-
tion. Political surveillance is considered as an integral mechanism
of populist "bureaucratism" from a socio-political control per-
spective—from the aspect of the organized efforts of the political
power forces and their leadership to acquire, maintain, and im-
pose the exclusive control of the state in order to safeguard their
established interests.

C. Populist Politics Vis-A-Vis Political Surveillance
During the PASOK Administration: Promises and Deeds

First, as the leading opposition party before it came to power
in 1981, PASOK had repeatedly condemned the compilation of
dossiers on citizens by the military and security apparatus. 'When-
ever tangible surveillance records were revealed by the press, the
then opposition leader, Andreas Papandreou, hurried to declare,
as on January 2, 1980, that "for over half of the Greeks, the
police files that have been created (are) nationally suspicious,""
and to promise that PASOK would abolish all kinds of political
surveillance immediately after it came to power.

Second, PASOK, almost three years after it came to power,
exposed the totalitarian legacy of "Greek McCarthyism" which
had created a "dossier society." While the total Greek popula-
tion numbered approximately 9.5 million people, there were 41.2
million various files, kept by the police and security apparatus;"
well over half of these contained strictly political-ideological
private information." These figures were revealed on March 7,
1984, by the PASOK Minister of Public Order, after reports in
the Greek press accused the Greek Central Intelligence (KYP)
of continuing political surveillance of leftists even under the
PASOK administration." The Minister then promised to destroy
all these files; although this promise was renewed by Prime
Minister Papandreou himself on April 19, 1984, and three other
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ministers declared May 6, 1984, as the date for file destruction,
that did not happen during the entire PASOK administration.

Third, soon after it came to power, PASOK passed the first
Law (1291/82) to protect the privacy of telephone and other
private conversations, making illegal the wiretapping of telephones
and the opening of private mail. Not only was this not enforced,
but the PASOK controlled security apparatus was accused by all
opposition parties in the Greek Parliament of wiertapping rivals
of the PASOK leadership.

Fourth, the PASOK administration established by Law
(1599/1986) 1) a computerized single code register num-
ber (EICAM) system, "to modernize Greek citizens' relations
with the state" (article 2)," and 2) the citizens' right to know
the content of all administrative documents, but with a plethora
of exceptions (article 16). The EKA_M system, and the establish-
ment by the same law of a new type of identification card, has
never been implemented, because of reactions by those who,
based on the authoritarian past experience, were afraid that
EKAM could be the finest electronic totalitarian surveillance sys-
tem." The citizens' right to know the content of administrative
documents never materialized as it was neutralized by myriad
exceptions prescribed by the same law—the authorities can refuse
to show a document to a concerned citizen on the basis of
general; police-state type of reasons, such as "the security of
state and public order" (Article 16, paragraph 3).

In contrast with these generally positive legislative acts, the
record of the PASOK administration on surveillance verifies the
PASOK party's populist character and the gap between words
and deeds that characterized its autocratic leadership." This record
includes the following surveillance practices: 1) military elec-
tronic "filing," 2) "filing" of individual citizens and political
parties, and 3) telephone wiretaps.

All these facts are substantiated in the following sections by
reference to the documents, presented and discussed in the Greek
Parliament after reports in the Greek press:
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1. Military Electronic "Piling"

Despite the official banning of anti-communism, it would
be naive to believe that the rise of PASOK to power would have
automatically transformed the prolonged authoritarian character
of the Greek state and controlled its repressive apparatus. Thus,
during the first years of the PASOK administration, the sporadic
authoritarian manifestations of the security, police, and military
forces, were considered by the press and the Left as natural
remnants."

According to its pre-election promises, the first PASOK
leadership of the Public Order Ministry sent a circular to the
police departments, ordering them to stop collecting and sending
information to the military intelligence for the conscripts' files."
This order, however, was never executed, simply because the
military chiefs protested vigorously to President Caramanlis and
Prime Minister Papandreou, who both "found their arguments
reasonable."'

Yet, documents published in the press and also submitted
by leftist opposition Deputies at several Parliament sessions have
proved that the Greek military surveillance during the entire
period of the PASOK administration had been technically and qual-
itatively modernized; it was both computerized and used an up-
dated terminology, mainly replacing the words "leftist/com-
munist" by the word "anarchist." This refined electronic sur-
veillance by the military was widely revealed by the former
PASOK Deputy, Elias Hazoplakis, in January 1988, when he
published in the Athens daily, Eleftherotypia, a great number of
military electronic cards of soldiers with remarks like the fol-
lowing:

"Extremist," "his brother is anarchist," "he is as-
sociated with individuals of anarchist convictions," "he
reads newspapers in the army," (he has) studied in
Italy," "he is married to a Rumanian," "his brother (is)
a student in Rumania for three years," "he is an execu-
tive of the committee for (democratization) of the
Army," "he refused to go to the church," etc." (See
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samples of such electronic cards in Exhibits Nos. 1,
2, 3.)

As one can easily see, this type of surveillance is not just
anti-communist stigmatization as it was in the period before
1981. It also includes broader personal information beyond
political activities, which were the main target of the pre-PASOK
anti-communist surveillance.

Soon after these revelations, the then Greek Communist
Party (KKE) deputy, C. Kappos, brought additional documents
to the Parliament's session of February 5, 1988, exposing the
continuing anti-communist electronic surveillance of the army,
even after 1981. In one of these documents dated September 12,
1983, there is a list of soldiers who had visited the Greek Com-
munist Youth (KNE) festival. Kappos also displayed another
computerized list which marked soldiers as:

"suspect for terrorist activity," "suspect (as being mem-
ber) of the committee (for the democratization) of the
army," "Anarchist—Many accusations," "in his civilian
clothes he had (the communist daily) Rizospastis,"
etc.'

To these documented accusations, the PASOK Minister of
National Defence gave a stereotypical answer: "No 'filing' on
citizens' political convictions is made by our ministry," exactly
like his N.D. predecessors' answer, who had repeatedly denied
military "filing" during the period of 1974-1981, despite the
evidence.25

Two additional military secret documents, however, revealed
on July 10, 1989, the surveillance activities of the army not only
in the camps but also outside of them. Thus, the first document
dated August 9, 1983, entitled "Report to (Military) Hierarchy
for Serious Issues," ordered all military units to report im-
mediately to the General Military Staff (rEE), a list of "A"
events—not only serious accidents, suicides and thefts—but also
anarchist manifestations inside the units and those serious
manifestations outside them, which are against the Army—(such
as) marches and demonstrations. They must also report any
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att that would likely draw the attention of the Military Leader-
ship and Public Opinion (emphasis added)." Three years later
on September 2, 1986, another draft document was revealed
showing that the order had been renewed to watch for and im-
mediately report "anarchist manifestations in and out of the
camps."27

Hence, under the pretext of anarchism and the security of
the army, the military surveillance was continued to scrutinize
all conscripts' activities, with two qualitative differences: 1) the
surveillance mechanism was computerized to be more effective,
and 2) the surveillance target was refined using new labels such
as "anarchist," "extremist," and "suspect" instead of the obsolete
"communist."

This modernization seriously contradicted the official ex-
cuse of the PASOK Defense Minister that the revealed order
was just a past and limited remnant. The question then is why
have these "filings" been so technically and substantially moder-
nized by supreme military orders, and why has the PASOK
government never cancelled them, despite the repeated, docu-
mented revelations in the Parliament?

A tentative answer is that the PASOK government was
mainly preoccupied with the control of the rank and file mili-
tary leadership. The Prime Minister himself, was the Minister
of National Defense during the first years of the PASOK rule,
then was also the President of the Governmental Council for
National Defence (KYSEA) and thus was reluctant to proceed
to a substantial democratization of the military apparatus. The
fact of continuation and modernization of the political "filing"
by the military, indicates that very little progress was achieved
towards the democratization of the military. Actually, the mili-
tary power status remained, as it was before PASOK, a control-
proof enclave (crrEyavO) in which only the government could
have access, blocking any control by the Parliament."

Although the case of electronic military filing can be judged
as a continuing authoritarian remnant," it is mentioned here, not
only to point out the responsibility of the Greek socialists, who
came to power through tremendous popular expectations to put
an end to exactly such authoritarian right-wing policies, but mainly
to make clear that the Greek socio-political control system per-
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petuated and even modernized its unconstitutional and undem-
ocratic surveillance mechanisms, under both conservative and
"socialist" governments. Suffice to mention that these military
surveillance files were not destroyed in August, 1989, when the
post-PASOK government burnt thousands of police surveillance
files. According to pertinent legislation, the military files are kept
and updated by the relevant military-police and security author-
ities, who keep an eye on all conscripts even after the end of
their military duty, simply because they belong to the reserves."

2. "Piling" of Individual Citizens and Political Parties

Although on April 19, 1984, the promise was renewed by
Premier Papandreou himself and the three ministers who de-
clared May 6 as the day of file destruction, the same ministers
decided on May 7, to postpone it indefinitely, under the excuse
that the Left had demanded the files be delivered to those marked
citizens who had or will request them.'

Although a year later, during the pre-election period of
1985, PASOK advertised all over Greece that the files had been
destroyed, showing a picture of a burning file on its pre-election
posters with the slogan:

Together for the new victory, and now again PASOK,
for Democracy without "filings," for Freedom with-
out persecutions.

The PASOK government not only did not destroy the exist-
ing files but it continued selective "filing."

On January 21, 1985, the PASOK Secretary General of the
Public Order Ministry, Constantine Tsirnas, issued a secret order
to the Attica Police Directorate co-signed by five high ranking
officers, to "gather, store in file cabinets, in numerical order, and
properly classify" the "files of Political Convictions... so that
their usage for further exploitation is made possible" (emphasis
added) .32 These revelations about the PASOK preservation of the
past notorious files were made by the post-PASOK National
Unity Government on August 30, 1989.
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The combination of facts that the PASOK government pre-
served the files and its intention to establish by law (1599/86)
the aforementioned computerized single code register number
(EKAM) system, for every Greek citizens3 supported the ac-
cusations of the leftist opposition parties that most of the im-
portant information had probably already been stored in electronic
files." Although the existence of such electronic files was not
verified by the post-PASOK National Unity government, its
spokesman, Th. Canellopoulos, officially stated on August 26,
1989:

What in certainty can be said, at this time, is, that it
has been confirmed that files have been kept and up-
dated on political leaders, political personalities, par-
ticularly KKE members, during the 1982-1987 period;
that is, during the PASOK administration, as the Public
Order Minister has already stated. The most important
thing is that these files were found within other gen-
eral files, indicating that they were forgotten there and
they were not promptly taken away.35

As it was revealed much later, on August 28, 1989, first by
the Public Order Minister of the post-PASOK National Unity
government, who presented official documents to prove that the
security police collected detailed information on, 1) the activities
of opposition political parties (N.D., EDIK, KKE, KODISO,
EPEN)," 2) on specific KKE officers," 3) the PASOK govern-
mental spokesman as a "suspect terrorist,"" and 4) the later
National Unity government's Minister of Justice, F. Kouvelis,
as the leading figure of the movement for the democratization
of the army and several other personalities who supported the
same movement.59

In fact, selected files of many important personalities be-
longing to all parties, including PASOK, were regularly updated
and kept in the office of the Interior Affairs Minister. Defamatory
information, originating from these files, was leaked to the
PASOK friendly yellow populist press, which occasionally libeled
whoever was critical of the government or of that press itself."

The pertinent PASOK Minister denied all responsibility for
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new "filing," saying that those newly revealed files were the out-
come of past police habits of the security apparatus." More-
over, defending himself on the subject, he stated that he had even
prepared a draft for a law to prohibit and punish any political
information gathering and storage, electronically or otherwise.'

Challenged by the refusal of PASOK Deputies and former
Ministers to accept the fact that their administration not only
preserved but also updated many files, the Interior and Justice
Ministers of the post-PASOK National Unity government dis-
played at the Parliament's session of September 12, 1989, the fol-
lowing documents:

1) One proving the close surveillance by paid police in-
formers of repatriated political refugees,

2) another for the "KKE activities" in Macedonia-Thrace,
Thessaly, etc. during 1983-84,

3) a secret report about an "Alert exercise of KICE" al-
legedly held on April 21, 1983, in Saloniki,

4) records about the Communist Youth Organization KNE,
and

5) an information document with surveillance records on
social-democrat leaders, J. Pesmatzoglou and H. Pro-
topappas."

On the basis of the above documents, it seems that, there
was an enlargement of the mostly anti-communist "filing" that
characterized the pre-PASOK surveillance, to a "filing" that also
included the opponents of the PASOK party and its leader. In
fact, if we accept the PASOK Ministers' argument that the storage
of the past political files was done simply for "historical" rea-
sons, we cannot find any answer to the following question:
Why were political files found to be regularly updated, not only
on the active leftists of all kind, but also files on all opposition
political parties, eminent political personalities and journalists
from the entire political spectrum? Most important, files of several
PASOK Ministers, Deputies, and PASOK party cadres, were
found to be handy at the Public Order Minister's office; the in-
formation could have been used against these persons, in several
ways, at any given time."
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3. Telephone Wiretaps

The major wiretapping scandal during the PASOK admin-
istration broke out in the fall of 1987, when it was discovered
that the telephone conversations between KKE and the new
party of the Greek Left (EAR), regarding their political co-
operation, were listened to by EYP, the Greek Information Serv-
ice, through their tapped telephones." The New Democracy
(N.D.) party which traditionally had access to EYP, utilized
the opportunity to bring more data against illegal wiretaps and
in cooperation with the Left to force the PASOK government to
accept the formation by the Parliament of an investigative com-
mittee, albeit excluding EYP from this investigation."

It must be pointed out that wiretapping was not the in-
vention of the PASOK administration but it has always been a
regular function of the state security apparatus, conducted under
all governments in the name of "state security," and "the public
interest." Wiretapping under the PASOK administration, how-
ever, was scandalous because, as it has been substantiated by
the pertinent Parliamentary Investigation Committee, it was ir-
relevant for national security. It was rather similar to "Nixonian
tactics," as Hitchens points out,' organized to serve the will
of the PASOK premier to politically control his rivals. As
subsequent revelations proved, wiretaps were carried out by a
network of EYP and the Greek Telecommunications Organization
(OTE), for "public interest" reasons, against such "terrorist
suspects," as the then former President C. Caramanlis, the then
opposition leaders C. Mitsotakis and E. Averoff, the PASOK
ministers who hoped to succeed Papandreou, G. Yennimatas, C.
Simitis, and Y. Arsenis, as well as the PASOK ministers E.
Yannopoulos, and Th. Stathis, almost all the publishers of Athens'
newspapers, Papandreou's personal security guards, and military
and police chiefs.° (See Exhibits 4, 5.)

As it was pointed out by the members of the Inter-party
Investigation Committee in Parliament's session of September
19, 1989, wiretaps of this kind were organized especially when,
by Law 1645/86, the Greek Central Intelligence (KYP), re-
named under PASOK as National Information Service (EYP),
was demilitarized or "politicized" and was placed directly under
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the Prime Minister's direction.4° According to that law, the
Premier could exclusively decide on EYP staffing and structure;
Article 5 contains no special qualifications for the EYP director,
other than the Prime Minister's total trust in him; this presumes,
of course, the total devotion of the director to the Prime Minister.
It is indicative that the EYP director C. Tsimas appointed 12
highly paid5° EYP wiretapping listeners (of which only three
knew a foreign language), strictly on the basis of their blind de-
votion to PASOK and Papandreou. It is interesting to note the
interpretation of the term "national security" that one of these
listeners related at the committee hearings:

"To make polemic critique against the Prime Minister
and the Ministers of the government, constitutes a dan-
gerous act for the country's national secu.rity."51

EYP closely cooperated on the wiretapping with YETEPA,
the special telephone surveillance service of the Greek Telecom-
munication Organization (OTE), responsible, ironically, for the
protection of the privacy of telephone conversations.52 This special
surveillance OTE department was headed, since the summer of
1985, by the militant PASOK General Director of OTE Th.
Tombras," who was zealously preoccupied with collecting all
sorts of information that would be useful to the PASOK re-
election, and enable the PASOK leader to become the master
of the political game, through gathering information that could
be used against his opponents." Tombras admitted •to the In-
vestigation Committee, that under his direction wiretaps were
actually made for the sake of "national security" and "public
interest."55 It is documented by the report of the Investigation
Committee, that out of the 299 EYP-OTE wiretaps, only 104
were strictly for national security reasons." (See Exhibit 6.)

In Thessaloniki, during a trial against a newspaper, that had
revealed wiretappings, the function of another OTE surveillance
service YESPA—similar to YETEPA—was also unmasked. In
Thessaloniki from September 1984 until February 1989, YESPA
was listening in on telephones that belonged to political parties,
PASOK dissenters, newspapers, journalists, and unionists.57

As the former EYP Director, the first appointed by the
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PASOK government, Makedos, had testified to the investigative
committee, he "wouldn't have thought to do such a thing, without
the Prime Minister's approval?"58

Thus, based on the aforementioned Investigation Committee's
resolution, for the first time in Greek history, a former Prime
Minister, A. Papandreou, by Parliament's vote" on September
20, 1989, was made to stand trial, accused as an ethical perpetrator
of wiretapping and violating the privacy of telephone and verbal
conversations for an extended period of time." By the same
Parliament's decision, the chiefs of EYP, C Tsimas, and OTE,
Th. Tornbras, were also made to face a Special Court as accom-
plices of the Prime Minister. It was not accidental that the
EYP director, C. Tsimas, was rewarded for his EYP services to
his leader, by his election as Eurodeputy in the European Par-
liament, where he actually enjoys immunity from any prosecution."

Thus the question is why large scale wiretapping used for
a long period of time, through a sophisticated surveillance net-
work, mainly against a large number of political adversaries and
critics, of Prime Minister Papandreou, including his ministers
and comrades in his own party to such a scandalous extent that
the Greek Parliament had, after investigation, made the PASOK
former Prime Minister stand trial before a special court?

In my view, an adequate answer that also answers the
previous question of the reasons for maintaining and using polit-
ical files on the opposition parties' leading politicians, including
those of PASOK, was given in the Parliament by a leading
Deputy of the Left:

The former Premier aspired to be the best informed
person in order to control the political life of the coun-
try.... The fact that (PASOK) did not reveal in 1981
the wiretappings made by the N.D., led to their
repetition."

And another Deputy and member of the investigation com-
mittee has also answered by asking the following questions:

Who was interested in the surveillance of the political
views and the political planning of intra- and out-party
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rivals? Who cared to systematically cultivate the image
of a politician, who always has a rabbit hidden in his
hat ?""

Based upon the above documented surveillance practices
during the PASOK administration, we can determine first, the
continuation of the military surveillance as a remnant of the
Greek authoritarian "bureaucratism," and second and most im-
portant, that the political surveillance of specific political op-
ponents of the PASOK leadership was not a past remnant, but
an integral mechanism of a populist "bureaucratism."

Military surveillance continued to store basically anti-com-
munist information; its technical and qualitative modernization
demonstrates the responsibility and character of a socialist-
proclaimed administration that not only did not abolish the past
repressive surveillance mechanisms, as promised, but tolerated
and even supported their modernization. PASOK, however, also
initiated political surveillance inside and outside of the party to
neutralize the populist leader's real and perceived political op-
ponents. Thus the PASOK administration has imposed a populist
"bureaucratism" by using, on the one hand, socialist rhetoric for
social change and clientelistic networks (that are not examined
here) to integrate and control the masses and, on the other hand,
illegitimate surveillance and reinforcement of all features of
"authoritarian statism,"" to safeguard the hegemonic authority
of its leader.

D. The Post-PASOK Current Surveillance Record

On August 30, 1989, the post-PASOK Left and Right coali-
tion government finally destroyed throughout Greece, approx-
imately 16.5 million files," out of the 41.2 million initially
collected by the first PASOK government. This file burning was
a populist show because it aimed first to publicize the fact that
PASOK had maintained the files despite its promise to destroy
them, and second to persuade the Greek people that the era of
files and surveillance was over, albeit without the establishment
of any institutional mechanism to guarantee that.
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Immediately, many questions came from the press about
the millions of files that had still not been destroyed.6° For
example, as press reports have revealed, the files fabricated by
the military dictatorship on the private lives of military per-
sonnel, are still intact to date, nineteen years after the collapse
of the dictatorship."

The PASOK party opposed the burning of files, claiming
that it was "a destruction of public record documents on specific
individuals ... (that was) not legally covered."" Negative re-
actions also came from intellectuals and social researchers," as
well as from many resistance fighters who wanted their files
both as honorary documents, and as a record to claim state com-
pensations. The former PASOK ministers claimed that such re-
actions were the main reason why their government did not
proceed with the destruction of the files in the end."

Regarding the surveillance record of the current N.D. ad-
ministration, the following facts speak for themselves:

a) In the Parliamentary session of May 15, 1991, Prime
Minister, C. Mitsotakis, stated that:

I am very afraid that today telephone wiretaps are
carried out and nobody is sure what is going on. I am
sorry that as Prime Minister I am in the sad situation
to make such a statement, but we are doing whatever
we can to protect the telephones' privacy.

He had also added that:

We cannot guarantee that wiretaps are not done, since
technological means allow any private citizen, organized
group, or detective to listen to private telephone con-
versations!'

In the same Parliamentary session when the leftist opposi-
tion protested the establishment of a second surveillance depart-
ment at the Greek Telecommunication Organization (OTE), the
Prime Minister justified it as a necessity, in order to cope with
terrorism.72

b) On the basis of article 11 of Law 1916/1990 "for
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the protection of society against organized crime," that is, the
new anti-terrorist law that the N.D. government passed, any
District Attorney can order a telephone wiretap of anybody who
is suspected of committing criminal, particularly terrorist, acts.
The opposition has accused the National Information Service
(EYP) of either giving to District Attorneys lists of telephone
numbers that include politicians and newspapers' numbers be-
forehand, or else of falsifying those approved lists inserting
their numbers afterwards.

c) On November 8, 1991, the so-called "Evert-gate" broke
out, which was about alleged or real surveillance by EYP of the
then just resigned Minister of the Presidency of the Government,
M. Evert. Given that EYP was directly supervised by the Prime
Minister who was at odds with Evert, the official excuse that
EYP was watching a foreign agent near Evert's office was not
persuasive.

The uproar caused by "Evert-gate" and the political role
of EYP, brought forth accusations by political parties, news-
papers," and deputies, who claimed that they too had been vic-
tims of EYP surveillance during the current N.D. administration.
Thus, according to journalistic sources, Evert himself had re-
ceived a number of tapes with recorded private conversations
of himself and his family members, allegedly wiretapped by
N.D. headquarters." In addition, the KKE deputy S. Korakas
stated that "all KKE activists are still under surveillance," after
one of his telephone conversations was published verbatim by a
newspaper, which claimed that this was allegedly a wiretapped
product of EYP." Furthermore, in Parliament, thirteen PASOK
Deputies accused the N.D. government of illegitimate EYP sur-
veillance activities, after a newspaper published the confidential
discussions of an entire session of the PASOK executive office."

While "Evert-gate" once again raised the issue of political
surveillance by the governmental security apparatus, it also
brought forth a demand by the opposition for a parliamentary
committee, comprised of representatives from all parties, to con-
trol the surveillance activities of both EYP and the Greek Tele-
communication Organization (OTE).

d) To date the N.D. government has not yet passed a bill
for the "protection of individuals from the electronic process
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of personal information," that has been repeatedly endorsed
since 1985. The last time that this draft bill came to Parliament
was on May 28, 1992, a day before the discussion of a similar
bill by the opposition PASOK party, but it was not discussed
after all." Thus, despite the N.D. promise and Greece's obliga-
tion to comply with the directives of the Council of Europe
Treaty of January 28, 1981, "for the protection of individuals
from the electronic process of personal information," this sig-
nificant legislation, that could to some degree control state and
private electronic surveillance, was never instituted in Greece.

e) At the end of February 1992 the ND. government
finally ceased prosecution for wiretapping against former Prime
Minister Papandreou and former EYP and OTE directors C.
Tsimas and Th. Tombras respectively. That decision was a pre-
dictable outcome basically due to 1) the fact that the European
Parliament had not yet decided whether or not to cancel the
immunity of Euro-deputy Tsimas, 2) the prolonged serious ill-
ness of Tompras, and 3) the consequent inability of the N.D.
government to face the political cost of prosecuting only the
chief opposition leader and former Prime Minister Papandreou,
who had just been found innocent of alleged economic scandals
by the Supreme Court."

Based upon all the above facts, one could argue that the
current N.D. surveillance record is not that much different from
that of PASOK. In fact, taking into consideration first, the
intense factional fights inside the ND. party against the leader-
ship of Prime Minister Mitsotakis and his imperative need to
control his intra-party rivals, and second, the so far total anti-
terrorist inefficiency of the Greek security apparatus, despite the
surveillance provisions of the anti-terrorist law; one could easily
conclude that governmental political surveillance, similar to that
which took place during the PASOK administration, is still
flourishing in Greece.

E. Governmental Surveillance as a Mechanism of Populist
"Bureaucratism" and Its Legacy

To analyze the aforementioned cases of political surveillance,
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during and after the PASOK administration, we have to examine
them strictly from a socio-political control perspective—from the
aspect of the deliberate, organized efforts of the power forces and
their leadership to acquire, maintain and impose their authority
by all legitimate or illegitimate means."

Based on the specific mechanisms and targets of political
surveillance during the PASOK administration, we can argue that
this is not just an authoritarian remnant but an integral mecha-
nism of populist "bureaucratism," that is comprised of a party
and state-organized sociopolitical control system, which under the
impact of PASOK's populists° personalistic leadership, was pur-
suing the protection and continuation of the PASOK leader's
hegemonic power and charisma.

The authoritarian proclivities of the PASOK administration
was manifested especially in 1985 when PASOK was reelected
despite its governmental failures.81 In fact as soon as PASOK
won the elections of June 2, 1985, it departed totally from its
socialist founding charter of September 3, 1974.82 Pursuing an
economic austerity policy, the PASOK government came into
open confrontation with the working classes jeopardizing its
popular base and legitimacy." "Authoritarian statism," a con-
spicuous reinforcement of the Executive Power, particularly the
Prime Minister's powers at the expense of all political institutions,
was institutionalized by the constitutional reform of 1985; this
caused an unprecedented centralization and personalization of
all executive powers in the hands of the PASOK leader and Prime
Minister Andreas Papandreou. A ceremonial President of the Re-
public, a powerless cabinet, a degraded Parliament, a subservient
judiciary, governmental trade unionism, and a very weak local
government were counterbalanced by an autocratic and omnipotent
party leader and Prime Minister." Without any real decentralized
and participatory socialist policy, PASOK was unable to hide its
reinforced statism with mere socialist sloganeering. As a result,
there was a gradual decline of the party's and leader's hegemony.
To maintain and reproduce its hegemonic authority, the over-
centralized and personalistic PASOK party and state leadership,
has used illegitimate methods, such as political surveillance, using
the state security apparatus against its political and personal
opponents.
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In brief, the basic mechanisms of this PASOK populist
"bureaucratism" were:

a) The "PASOKization" of the state apparatus, the con-
quest and the transformation of the rightist state into a state to
serve the PASOK party and leader's interests," b) the establish-
ment of party-state clientelistic networks," reinforcing personalis-
tic worship sentiments of the party leader,'" integrating and con-
trolling the masses from above," c) reinforced authoritarian statist
policies" through overcentralized, personalistic leadership," that
degraded parliamentary institutions," and d) renovated govern-
mental surveillance networks to watch real and potential political
opponents of the party and state leader.

Hence, illegitimate governmental surveillance is considered
here as a basic mechanism of populist "bureaucratism," imposed
by the socio-political control imperative, that is, by the insecure
party and state leadership's deliberate efforts to maintain and
impose its authority. It is a natural outcome of the overcentralized
personalistic authority system of the PASOK party organization
and state administration as well. It explicitly expresses the om-
nipotence of the PASOK leader, Papandreou, within his party
to such an extent that he actually is the PASOK party himself."92
As soon as PASOK came to power, this personalistic and cen-
tralized PASOK power structure was transferred to the state
structure as wel1,93 producing a sort of "Bonapartism" in a sense
of abusive, authoritarian and demagogic leadership, which used
illegitimate methods, such as political surveillance. If the he-
gemonic role of Papandreou's charismatic personality has played
a connecting and thus positive role keeping together the various
heterogeneous elements of the PASOK party, as soon as PASOK
came to power, "Andreo-Papandreism" was established as an
overcentralized and personalistic, therefore negative state institu-
tion, that imposed "the one-man principle" on every matter and
became actually himself and not the people as the source of all
party" and state powers."

Moreover, the real power center that the PASOK leader had
imposed above the cabinet and the Parliament itself, was Kastri,
formally the Premier's house and actually "the informal but
omnipotent power center, the nepotist inner circle of the Premier's
relatives, advisors, and personal friends—the temple of all the
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President's people."" This actual para-state center had inspired
and brought about accusations concerning a number of economic
scandals that have demythologized the PASOK populist leader.
The aforementioned facts suggest that illegitimate political sur-
veillance is one of these illegal activities that Kastri had spon-
sored, in order to enable the PASOK leader to maintain and
continue his hegemony.

As Elefantis points out:

To maintain and reproduce the worshipping relation-
ship between the leader and follower, there is a constant
need for continuous real or fake successes on a daily
basis, that will be credited as personal achievements
of the charismatic leader.... The role first of the party
organization and then of the state apparatus, is exactly
that one, of stirring up and reinforcing this mythology
of charismatic leadership."

The aforementioned documented facts on political sur-
veillance during the PASOK administration have shown the sig-
nificant role that surveillance was assigned in the security ap-
paratus; it was conquered relatively easily, like the whole state
apparatus, by the PASOK administration to be used for the rein-
forcement of the PASOK leader's power and hegemony. Except
the case of the military surveillance that reflects the PASOK
failure to control and democratize the authoritarian military ap-
paratus, the security surveillance against mostly the PASOK
party and leader's political rivals, highlights the autocratic man-
ifestations of a socialist-labeled movement's leadership, which
actually used old-fashioned, conservative methods and policies,
used mostly by Third World bureaucratic authoritarian, whether
they be socialist-labeled or not, regimes." As one of the leading
PASOK personalities, Costas Simitis, states:

The electoral failure of PASOK certifies the deadlock
of a policy, that did not dispute the existing social
structure of the country, and exercized the authority in
the way that it was established since post-war by the
Greek Right ...99
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In sum, the documentation of the illegitimate political sur-
veillance conducted under the auspices of the socialist-proclaimed
government of A. Papandreou, against mainly his political rivals,
whether or not the products of this activity have or have not been
exploited, reflects the autocratic character of a populist party's
leadership, which despite its pre-election promises, imposed an
overcentralized and personalistic party and state authority, re-
inforcing the status of Greece as an underdeveloped surveillance
society.

It seems that populist "bureaucratism," a modernized version
of authoritarian "bureaucratism," has been perpetuated even
during the current post-PASOK period. In fact, the established
populist centralized structures and functions of the party-state
apparatus, and especially the "personalized prime-ministerial-
isn000 are reproduced by the present leadership of the governing
New Democracy party. As "Evert-gate" suggests, the security ap-
paratus is also used by an insecure party and state leadership
in a similar way to that which was used during the PASOK
administration, to neutralize the intra-party rivals and the political
opponents of the N.D. leadership, safeguarding its authority.

F. Post-dictatorial Greece as an Underdeveloped
Surveillance Society: Tentative Concluding Remarks

By correlating the above analysis with the aforementioned
criteria of "surveillance development or underdevelopment" in
the case of post-dictatorial Greece, we can make the following
concluding remarks, albeit tentative, since they require, of course,
further research:

"Surveillance underdevelopment," as we have defined
and hopefully illustrated in this study, indicates not only
the state's surveillance ability and practice for basically
illegitimate political control purposes, but also the delib-
erate absence of social control mechanisms to protect
the citizens' privacy and civil liberties from any form
of intrusive state behavior.'" The analysis of Greece's
surveillance underdevelopment illustrates the quality
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of the major institutions of the socio-political control
system, particularly the political parties, the overall
state-citizens' relationship, and thus the quality of de-
mocracy itself in post-dictatorial Greece. In fact, the
Greek socio-political control system in its populist phase,
however modernized and liberalized, in comparison to
the previous authoritarian one, still uses extensive polit-
ical surveillance for illegitimate purposes, especially
for the neutralization of the adversaries of the ruling
party's personalistic leadership. Although mass anti-
communist surveillance has significantly declined and
the information collected is not used oppressively as
during the authoritarian period, it definitely continues
to affect the overall state-citizens' relationship, per-
petuating a political culture of mistrust between them."2
This illegitimate political surveillance, however tech-
nologically advanced it has been, does have reinforced
authoritarian statism against participatory democracy
and civil liberties; it is not exceptional or circumstan-
tial but an integral mechanism of populist "bureau-
cratism," implemented by the socio-political control im-
perative, the constant and solid effort of the insecure,
personalistic, and autocratic party-state leadership to
maintain and reproduce authority and its overall polit-
ical-economic interests.

The populist PASOK administration with anti-
surveillance promises and illegitimate surveillance prac-
tices, lost a significant opportunity to establish the
necessary mutual trust between the state and its citizens.
Its hesitant legislation regarding anti-surveillance and
privacy protection was not implemented and actually
had been discredited by illegitimate surveillance prac-
tice. Similarly the post-PASOK current conservative
government perpetuates surveillance underdevelopment.
Thus, both privacy protection and the public concern
about various forms of state intrusiveness are still very
underdeveloped in contemporary Greece.103 Despite
some legislation and EEC membership, the Greek state,
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like all authoritarian states, while still refusing privacy
and data protection for its citizens, claims and employs
privacy and secrecy for itself, invoking security reasons
to avoid any democratic control and accountability, even
by Parliament.

There is no doubt that any efficient public ad-
ministration must collect information—that is—use
legitimate state surveillance for revenue collection, wel-
fare programs, and law enforcement. Surveillance for
such legitimate purposes is, however, still underde-
veloped in Greece, because it requires both an ef-
ficient, computerized public administration, and pub-
lic consent for social control mechanisms against privacy
intrusion, both still absent in Greece. The moderniza-
tion is conspicuously slow.'" The modernization of
military, police and criminal information systems, like
the democratization of the armed forces and the se-
curity apparatus, is still a slow process, due to the
authoritarian past. Thus, the right to access of public
records and "data protection" in general"' is actually
still non existent in Greece.

Political surveillance used or rather misused for
the governing party's political control purposes, reflects
the transformation of the Greek intelligence apparatus
into a party-dominated instrument unable to meet its
national intelligence duties—to collect precise informa-
tion indispensable for the country's foreign policy
and defence.'°6

"Surveillance underdevelopment" is, thus, definitely
in favor of the rulers and those socio-economic groups
who need the freedom to cheat; it is against all con-
cerned citizens who want to limit any uncontrolled sur-
veillance practice and control legitimate surveillance in
favor of the entire society. In Greece, the authoritarian
past, the personalistic power parties and the immense
underground economy inhibit both the development of
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legitimate surveillance and privacy protection. Informed
public opinion can resist illegitimate political surveil-
lance and limit it; misinformed public opinion can even
resist legitimate surveillance, as in the case of the non
implementation of the EKAM system in Greece. Due
to the authoritarian past and oppressive political cul-
ture, Greek citizens suspect that they are living in a
surveillance society; they are not informed enough, how-
ever, about the specific illegitimate surveillance media-
nisms and they also ignore their rights to privacy pro-
tection. Thus, they naturally oppose any kind of sur-
veillance, legitimate or not because they are not in-
formed and they do not trust their state and government.
Like citizens anywhere, Greeks naturally want to be
left alone and exercise control over how information
about them is used. The questions are how a society
like Greece, dominated by authoritarian statism and
having a very weak civil society, will survive the per-
sonalistic and overcentralized ruling parties that use
political surveillance and patronage as weapons against
their political adversaries? Also, how can the powerful
sodo-political groups cope with the development of ef-
fective legitimate surveillance against the extensive un-
derground economy, for instance to catch economic
criminals involved in tax evasion and fraud. When
legitimate surveillance is accepted only when it is
used against those marginally real or suspect trouble-
makers, such as anarchists, homosexuals, and conscien-
tious objectors, the civil liberties of whom are not
really respected in Greece.'"

Due to the weak private economic sector, the
danger of a "control society" is still posed in Greece
primarily by the state's intrusive behavior, computerized
or not. There is an urgent need, however, to establish
efficient institutions to control all significant holders of
personal data in both public and private sectors.'"

Both the control of state (or corporate) surveil-
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lance and privacy protection are primarily political is-
sues, which particularly in underdeveloped surveillance
societies like Greece are interrelated with the de-
mocratization of the state—the social control of its au-
thoritarian trends—the elimination of isolated power
enclaves (crcEyavcic) and the respect of human rights
and civil liberties as a constant prerequisite for a par-
ticipatory democracy in Greece.

Hopefully the study and exposure of illegitimate
surveillance activities can contribute to raise the citizens'
consciousness and vigilance not only for their privacy
protection, but also for civil liberties and human rights
of the entire population, regardless of nationality, race,
gender, and religion, disregarding at the same time
the composition and sloganeering of their governments.
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D., "State and Party: The Greek Bureaucracy and the PASOK, 1981-1989," un-
published Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1991: 81-136.

20Pertinent reports for such sporadic accusations on ICYP's political sur-
veillance of leftists are found in Ta Nea, 23-26 Jan., 1984, and Anti *253, 20
Jan., 1984.

21PASOK Public Order Minister Skoularikis' statement at the Parliament
session of September 12, 1989, reported also in Nati, 13 September, 1989.

22This is reported by a usually well-informed journalist G. Votsis, Eleftbero-
typia, 4 Sept., 1989.

23Eleftherotypia, 30 January-6 February, 1988. Similarly in 1981, a conscript's
selection officer V. Petropoulakis, revealed the whole police military filing proce-
dure in 1978; see M. Samatas, "Greek Bureaucratism ..." op. cit., 397-402.

24Greek Parliament's Records of February 5, 1988, Session 0'; 3500-3501.
25/bid. To see the similarities compare the PASOK Minister's statement in

Eleftherotypia, 6 February, 1988, with the N.D. Minister's statement in Vima,
Jan. 20, 1980.
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"The photocopy of this draft document was published in Prod, 10 July, 1989.
271b1d. The same newspaper also claimed that it had another document dated

May 22, 1985, that determined political censorship duties to certain officers.
"For the Greek military status in the post-dictatorial state, see M. Samatas,

"Greek Bureaucratism," op. cit., Ch. 10, and D. Haralambis, The Military and
Political Authority: The Power Structure in Post-Civil War Greece [in Greek],
Athens, Exantas, 1985.

29For a variety of documents showing the dimensions of the pre-PASOK
surveillance system, see M. Samatas, "Greek McCarthyism," op. cit., 62-75.

"Based on the military permanent orders 1-8/1978, and 1-21/1979 that
prescribe procedures for a "single system of checking the conduct of military per-
sonnel," as well as according to Law PSIST/1878 "all male Greeks are obliged
to accept the checking of their military duty and status by the pertinent military
and police authorities from 19 until 50 years old," see M. Samatas: "Greek
Bureaucratism," op. cit., 395-398.

"See the pertinent documents of KKE and "ICKE of the Interior" by which
it was asked to preserve the files, presented at Parliament by the former PASOK
Minister of Public Order, Mr. Skoularikis. Parliament's Records of Sept. 12,
1989: 1019.

32"The whole job was to be completed in a month. Each Monday report
should be made on work progress." This document was presented at Parliament's
Session AE' by the post-PASOK national unity government's Public Order Minis-
ter; see Greek Parliament's Records of Sept. 12, 1989: 1016.

33The establishment of the EKAM system caused stormy reactions by all
those who, based on the undemocratic past experience, were afraid that EKAM
could be the finest electronic totalitarian surveillance system. Thus EKAM was
never implemented during the PASOK administration, and the Interior Minister
of the national unity government stated that he had frozen all EKAM implementa-
tion procedures. I Prod, Sept. 1, 1989.

"Journalist G. Votsis argues that the most important information from these
files has been also provided to U.S. Intelligence as well as to the EEC intelligence
computers in West Germany. Eleftherotypia, Sept. 4, 1989.

36In I Proti, Aug. 26, 1989.
36See Greek Parliament's Records of Session AE', Sept. 12, 1989: 1007-

1040. N.D.: New Democracy (right) ; EDIK: Union of Democratic Center;
KODISO: Democratic Socialist Party (centrists); KKE: Greek Communist Party
(left); EPEN: Greek National Front (far right).

Ibid., 1022-1023.
"The then PASOK governmental spokesman was Mr. Yannis Roubatis,

who was recorded as "terrorist suspect" from 1983 until September 8, 1988, To
Ethnos, Aug. 29, 1989.

39All these files were found to be updated until 1988. One of the secret
surveillance documents on KKE signed by the Attica police chief, states that KICE
has ordered its illegal mechanism to stay alert, renew its hiding places, dividing
Athens into seven districts ... etc. Greek Parliament's Records of Session AE',
Sept. 12, 1989: 1022-23. In addition to the then Justice Minister F. Kouvelis, V.
Filias, X. Peloponisios, A. Mitropoulos, and G. Stamatalcis for the same reason
were marked, To Ethnos, Aug. 29, 1989.

40In one case the PASOK appointed director of the Athenian Press Agency
was fired and even dismissed from the party's central committee after Avriani
libeled him as "homosexual." Also a journalist, who seriously criticized PASOK,
was portrayed by the same paper as an ex-junta informer. In other cases, lists of
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well-known artists who were critical of PASOK, were portrayed as having avoided
serving their military duty by being "pseudo-sick," like the case of actor L.
Lazopoulos, who, after such accusations, was drafted. For a general analysis see
A. Papanthimos, Avrianisrn, The Present Face of Fascism [in Greek], Athens,
Themelio, 1989 and A. Elefantis, In the Constellation of Populism [in Greek],
Athens, 0 Politis, 1991, 329-330.

41In the Parliament session of Sept. 12, 1989, the PASOK former Public
Order Minister, Mr. Skoularikis, spoke for the continuance of the security service
at an "accelerated speed" from the past; see Greek Parliament Records of Session
AE' of Sept. 2, 1989: 1020 f.

"Although the new draft law was brought to the Parliament three months be-
fore the 1985 elections it has never passed, since he was not reappointed as Min-
ister. See Mr. Skoularikis' interview in Ethnos, Aug. 29, 1989.

43See Greek Parliament's Records of Session AE' of Sept. 12, 1989: 1021-1026.
According to Skoularikis' excuses at the same Parliamentary session, these docu-
ments were outcomes of the "event reports" that every Police Department was
to keep. Ibid., 1021, 1027.

"The PASOK Interior Affairs Minister, A. Tsohatzopoulos, justified the
existence of the file of his comrade C. Simitis in his office saying that the file
was used to provide data to issue a certificate. See Ta Nea, July 8, 1989.

"This wiretap was proved by technical experts of the Athens Polytechnic.
Eleftherotypia, March 1, 1988.

"See the parliamentary discussion on the concluding report of this committee
in the Greek Parliament's Records of Sept. 20, 1989, Session MA': 1238-1256.
During the parliamentary investigation the OTE Director General, Th. Tombras,
leaked to the press an archive of wiretapping cards to prove that it was the N.D.
administration, that was actually doing wiretapping, not the PASOK. I Proti,
Sept. 4, 1989.

47In The Greek Socialist Experiment: Papandreou's Greece 1981-1989, ed. by
Th. Kariotis, NY, Pella, 1991: 8.

M. P. Th. Anagnostopoulos presented at Parliament 2 out of 199 wire-
tapping cards, that of PASOK deputy E. Yiannopoulos, and that of the N.D. party
headquarters. See Greek Parliament's Records of Sept. 20, 1989, Session MA':
1247-1248. A detailed list of 193 wiretapped telephone numbers was published
in Ethnos, July 25, 1989. It is important to mention that during the investigation
no evidence was found of wiretaps against the far (extreme) Leftists who tradi-
tionally are considered as terrorist suspects. It was speculated by the Committee
members that there were such wiretaps, but they were probably conducted by
other unrevealed EYP offices, Eleftherotypia, Sept. 20, 1989.

"The demilitarization of KYP was decided in the fall of 1985, after an
arrest fiasco by the police of a KYP collaborator as a terrorist, a case that proved
the ineffectiveness of the whole security apparatus against terrorism, I Proti,
Sept. 4, 1989.

50For every two months of 1989, 6-7 million drachmas, i.e. 40 million an-
nually, was spent for fees to the EYP telephone listeners as M.P. A. Kratsas
stated in the Parliament. Greek Parliament's Records of Sept. 20, 1989, Session
MA': 1243.

He was one of the listeners of special hearing rooms 23 and 24 of the EYP
building, I Proti, Sept. 4, 1989.

"Most of the YETERA employees classified as having top secret access, were
persons who had been serving there since the dictatorship, Eleftherotypia, Jan.
17, 1988.
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"Since his appointment, Mr. Tombras caused stormy reactions, due to his
militant activities in OTE; he was accused of installing his own "Tombrist" state
in 0Th; e.g., see a code of the political beliefs of 210 0Th servants, classified
also according to their devotion to their director, Mr. Tombras, Ta Nea, March
4, 1990.

MM stated by the leftist leader, L. Kyrkos, in the Parliament Session of Sept.
20, 1989. See Greek Parliament's Records of same date: 1255.

55See report in I Proti, Aug. 25, 1989. Since then Tombras was ironically
named by the press "The Servant of Public Interest."

58/ Proti, Sept. 4, 1989.
57In that trial against the daily I Proti, it was found not guilty. Due to the

revelations of this trial in the summer of 1989, the inter-party staffing of YESPA
was decided by the post-PASOK government, I Proti, Aug. 24, 1989.

58This Makedos' statement was repeatedly mentioned by the leftist Deputies,
who accused A. Papandreou personally of the wiretaps, at the Parliament's session
of September 20, 1989, op. cit., also I Proti, Sept. 21, 1989.

"This parliamentary decision was based on 169 yes, 2 Nos and 2 Neutral
votes (out of 300, since the PASOK M.P's refused to vote), Eleftherotypia, Sept.
21, 1989.

"This violation is provided for and punished by the Penal Code's articles
46, paragraph 1A, article 98 and 370 paragraphs 1 and 2, combined with the
articles 1 and 5 of the Legislative Decree 802/71 regarding the responsibility
of the cabinet members, i.e., ministers and under-ministers, and the constitutional
article 19 regarding the privacy of mail and freedom of communication.

51The on director, whom the PASOK leader was expecting would be
elected in the Greek Parliament, to ensure immunity, missed that chance after
reactions of PASOK high ranking cadres, who obviously had been victims of
"Tombrist" wiretaps.

"This was L. Kyrkos' statement in the Parliament's session of Sept. 20,
1989, when wiretapping was discussed. See Greek Parliament's Records of same
date: 1255.

"From P. Skoteniotes' speech in the same Parliament's session. Ibid.
84See Poulantzas, N., State, Power, Socialism, London, Verso, 1978: 203 f.
"It is amazing that 7,5 million files were burnt in Athens alone. The Florina

district alone had proportionally the most files in the whole country, since there
were found and burnt there 259,945 files, i.e. 5 files for each of the 52,430 in-
habitants, including even children, I Proti, Aug. 29, 1989.

80G. Votsis, "They have only burnt the files' trash," in Eleftherotypia, Sept.
4, 1989; "Where have 25 million files been 'lost?'" Pontihi, Aug. 31, 1989;
"Ten files archives function regularly," Pontiki, Sept. 15, 1989; "The files that
are not burnt," Scholiastis #79, Sept. 1989, pp. 9-11.

"See C. Hardavellas' report, "The Files Are in Their Place," Ta Nea, Jan.
22, 1992.

"Announcement of PASOK to the press, Rizospastir, Aug. 26, 1989.
"E.g., see F. Ilion, The Piles [in Greek], Athens, Themelio, 1990, who claimed

the restoration of the files for historians' research. Finally for historical research
reasons 2,500 files of well-known resistance personalities were saved.

70See the statements of Mr. Skoularikis and Mr. Mangakis in To Ethnos,
Aug. 29, 1989 and Eleftberotypia, Aug. 30, 1989.

71Greek Parliament Records of May 15, 1991 (translation mine) and
Eleftberotypia, May 16, 1991.
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He also added that his government will be absolutely inexorable on issues
of protecting telephones' privacy. Ibid.

"E.g., the weekly Pontiki, May 10, 1991; Rizospastis, Nov. 23, 1991; Avriani,
Dec. 8, 1992.

"Quoted by a report titled, "The War of Surveillances," Kathimerini, Nov.
10, 1991.

75Rizospastis, Nov. 23, 1991.
78/bid., also the detailed report, "The War of Surveillances," Kathimerini,

op. cit.
"See Ta Nea, May 28, 1992. A summary of this draft bill was published

by Eleftherotypia, March 15, 1991.
"See To Vima, Feb. 23, 1992.
"Samatas, "Greek Bureaucratism," op. cit., 36-38.
88From the ongrowing literature on PASOK populism, see: Chi.. Lyrintzis,

"Between Socialism and Populism: The Rise of PASOK" (Ph.D. Dissertation,
L.S.E. 1983) ; N. Kotzia, The "Third Way of PASOK [in Greek], Synhroni Epochi,
1984; V. Kapetanyiannis, "Populism, Concise Notes for a Critical Reexamination"
[in Greek], 0 Politis, Jan.-March, 1986; S. N. Chtouris, "The PASOK Populism
and the Utopia" [in Greek], Eieftherotypia, May 8, 1989; A. Liakos, "About
Populism," Istorika #10, June 1990; as well as the pertinent bibliography in
the following notes.

81See Pollis, A., "International and Domestic Constraints on Socialist Trans-
formation in Greece"; in Musto, S. and Pinkele, C., edrs., Europe at the Crossroad:
Agendas of the Crisis (New York, Praeger, 1985); and Petras, J., "Greek
Socialism, Walking the Tightrope," Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora, Vol. X,
No. 1, Spring, 1982.

82"The 3rd of September Proclamation of Basic Principles and Goals of the
Panhellenic Socialist Movement" (Athens, PASOK International Relations Com-
mittee, Series A, No. 1, 1975),

83See Petras, J., "The Contradictions of Greek Socialism," New Left Review
#163, May-June 1987 and St. Kouloglou, In the Traces of the Third Way [in
Greek], Athens, Odysseas, 1986: 141-159, also M. Spourdalakis, For the Theory
and the Study of Political Parties [in Greek], Athens, Exantas, 1990: 145-154.

84See Elefantis, A., op. cit., 117-118, 218-221 and M. Spourdalakis, PASOK:
Structure, Intraparty Crises and Power Concentration [in Greek], Athens, Exantas,
1988: 306-310.

85The "PASOKization" of the state was explicitly expressed by A. Papandreou
as early as Feb. 1982, "It is impossible to implement (our) policy, a new policy,
a new orientation without having in key posts, in the entire state apparatus, people
who not only will be technocrats, but who simultaneously will believe in the
goals, the program, the image of PASOIC," Central Committee Conference of
Feb. 11, 1982 quoted in Elefantis (translation mine), op. cit., 212, See also
Sotiropoulos, D., op. cit., 81 f.

88Haralambis, D., Clientelist Relations and Populism: The Extrainsvitutional
Consensus in the Greek Political System [in Greek], Athens, Exantas, 1989: 302-
320, and N. Mouzelis, "Class and Clientelistic Politics: The Case of Greece,"
The Sociological Review, Vol. 26, No. 3, Aug. 1978.

87Lipovats, Th., "Populism: An Analysis from the View of Political Psy-
chology," in Mouzelis, et. al., Populism and Politics [in Greek], Athens, Gnosi,
1989: 55-61.

88Mouzelis, N., "Populism: A New Way of Mass Integration in the Political
Processes," in Mouzelis et. al., Populism and Politics, op. cit.
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89Spourd4akis, M., "The Greek Populism in Conditions of Authoritarian
Statism" [in Greek], in N. Mouzelis, Populism ..., op. cit. 74-76. For a
theoretical analysis of "Authoritarian Statism," see Poulantzas, N., State, Power,
Socialism, London, NLB and Verso, 1978: 203-216.

"M. Spourdalakis, PASOK: 306 ff, and Elefantis, op. cit., 105-121.
01"There are not (political) institutions, there is only the sovereign people,"

had A. Papandreou declared, and as Elefantis adds, "there is also the sovereign
of the people, A. Papandreou himself, who transferred the leaderistic and per-
sonalistic rule from his party to the government and the state," ibid., 337.

92Ibid., 108-116, 119-121, and Spourdalakis, M., PASOK , op. cit., 16-18.
93See Sotiropoulos, D., op. cit., 81 f. Also Elefantis, op. cit., 117-122 and

Spourdalakis, op. oil., 307-310.
In fact, as party leader, he decides, appoints or fires the party organs; he

selects the candidate M.Ps. and forms the lists of the election candidates, after
the abolition of the voters' right to choose their candidates by crossing their
names; he forms the various party committees, he changes the party central com-
mittee, he is elected by shouting, not by secret election in 1984 and 1990 party
conference, as President of the Party, Elefantis, op. cit., 106 and Spourdalakis,
M., PASOK, 95 ff; For the gradual establishment of A. Papandreou as a populist
leader since 1964, see R. Eleftheriou, "Nine Years of PASOK, From Self-
Organization to Bureaucracy," Anti *214, Sept. 16, 1983, and Anti #242, Sept.
30, 1983.

95As Prime Minister, A. Papandreou, especially after the 1985 Constitutional
reform, by which the super powers of the President of the Republic were trans-
ferred to the Premier, not only appointed and fired the cabinet ministers, re-
structuring countless times his government, but he actually replaced the ministerial
cabinet with the very small governmental council, KYSYM, and personally di-
rected the National Defence governmental council KYSEA. See Spourdalakis, M.,
op. cit., 307; Elefantis, A., op. cit., 107, 117; D. Sotiropoulos, op. cit., 81-136,
and Makridimitris, A., The Organization of Government [in Greek], Athens,
Sakkoulas, 1992: 30-27.

98Elefantis, A., op. cit., 117, 337.
wrIbid., 116-117 (translation mine). Also St. Lygeros, The Syndrome of the

Big Patient [in Greek], Athens, Stohastis, 1990: 54-55.
"See Thomas, C., op. cit., D. Collier, ed., The New Authoritarianism in

Latin America (Princeton, NJ, Princeton Univ. Press, 1979); G. A. O'Donnel,
Modernization and Bureaucratic Authoritarianism (Berkeley, Univ. of California
Press, 1973).

99Simitis, C., Theses for the Political Strategy of PASOK [in Greek], Athens,
Gnosi, 1990: 7.

100See Manesis, A., The Constitutional Reform of 1986 [in Greek], Salonika,
Parateretes, 1989: 121 f, also Makridimitris, A., op. cit., 1992: 30-37.

iorgurreptitious physical surveillance, wiretapping, mail interception, etc.,
Flaherty, D. H., Protecting Privacy, op. cit., 8.

102See Diamandouros, N., "Greek Political Culture in Transition: Historical
Origins, Evolution, Current Trends," in Clogg, R., ed., Greece in the 1980s (NY
St. Martin's Press, 1983).

108Privacy, as the right to be left alone, individual autonomy, intimacy,
anonymity, secrecy, etc. is absent in traditional Greek society and culture. See
Pollis, A., "The Impacts of Traditional Cultural Patterns on Greek Politics," The
Greek Review for Social Research #29, 1977.

1"See Papademetriou, Z., "The Modernization of Public Administration: The
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Informatics' Impact on the State-Citizens' Relationship" [in Greek], Dioikitiki
Metarrythmi.si #36, Oct.-Dec., 1988: 19-29.

105See D. C. Rowat, "The Right of Access to Governmental Information in
Modern Democracies," translated in Greek by K. Spawn, Dioikitiki Metarrythmisi
#19, July-Sept., 1984: 5-24.

1°8For a careful analysis on political intelligence see H. L. Nlifilensky,
Organizational Intelligence: Knowledge and Policy in Government and Industry,
Dover Publ. Inc., NY, 1967; also for the limits and misuse of political intel-
ligence in the Hellenic states, see C. G. Starr, Political Intelligence in Classical
Greece, Lugtuni Batavorum, E. J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands, 1974: 39-48.

107See A. Polls, State, Law, and Human Rights in Greece [in Greek],
Foundation for Mediterranean Studies, Athens, 1988: 30-33, 48-56.

1013E.g., the Data Inspection Board (DIB) in Sweden. Flaherty, D. H.,
Protecting Privacy, op. cit., 104 f. Despite that, even in advance surveillance
democracies like Sweden and Switzerland the security apparatus occasionally
violates civil liberties. During the police search for the assassination of Premier
U. Palme in Sweden, the press had revealed an extensive political surveillance net-
work. Also the 1990 investigation of the scandal of justice minister E. Koop
in Switzerland revealed detailed police reports of more than 900,000 citizens.
Also on mass surveillance systems in U.K. and U.S.A., see Rule, J. B., Private
Lives and Public Surveillance: Social Control in the Computer Age (NY: Schoken
Books, 1974).
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Mirror Images:
The Civil Wars in China and Greece

by AMIKAM NACHMANI

Two civil wars were fought immediately following the
Second World War: one in China, the other in Greece. In
both countries the communist guerrillas had participated actively
in their country's successful general struggle against the Axis
powers in the Second World War—the Chinese defeating the
Japanese army, and the Greeks the German forces. In both
countries, the well-organized guerrilla forces later fought the
national armies, making use of guerrilla tactics as well as con-
ventional methods of warfare. In both cases, the peasants com-
prised the bulk of the Communist forces which fought against
government troops. In both cases, the U.S. government supported
the government in power—the existing nationalist government
in Greece, and that of Chiang Kai-shek in China. In both cases,
Stalin watched from the sidelines, content primarily to make
pronouncements of a morally encouraging nature.

The Chinese Communist Party succeeded in gaining power
in 1949 whereas the revolt of the Greek Communist Party was
completely crushed by the Greek National Army that same year.
The question is why? What were the crucial differences between
them that can account for the victory of communism in China
and its defeat in Greece?

This paper will argue that any similarities between the
two civil wars are more apparent than real—that in fact the two
are for all intents and purposes mirror images of each other:

AMIKAM NACHMANI is professor of Political Science at the Bar-Ran
University, Ramat-Gan, Israel.
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'What was central in one case was peripheral in the other, and
vice-versa. Furthermore, secondary factors operated at cross pur-
poses in two cases: What contributed to success in one case
contributed to failure in the other.

This paper will first survey, in brief, because it is better known,
the example of China: the background and the civil war, touch-
ing on related problems of tactics, ideology and leadership. It
will then examine the Greek example, in greater detail, intrin-
sically and with reference to the Chinese example. It will end
with a discussion of the two civil wars in the light of recent
theories of international relations.

The Chinese Example: 1. Background

Prior to the revolution, China's peasants numbered some
360 million people, and constituted 80 percent of the popula-
tion. The majority of the peasant families were impoverished
tenant farmers, paying between 65 to 80 percent of their har-
vest to the landlords, not to mention an enormous variety of
taxes, often collected years in advance. Famine and drought
were widespread, death was rampant over the countryside, chil-
dren were eaten during famine or killed in order to reduce the
number of mouths to be fed!

Horrifying descriptions of the lives of the Chinese peasants
were scarcely able to portray the appalling conditions in which
the vast majority of the population lived. The exploitation,
hunger, and mortality they endured were almost beyond the
capacity of Western minds to grasp. But in the final analysis,
the situation produced not only "corpses to fertilize the earth,
but... thousands of souls for agrarian revolution."'

One must also keep in mind the fact that for centuries
China as a whole had suffered conquest and imperialist domina-
tion, and the upsurge of national sentiment in the more de-
veloped parts of the population was crucial in shaping the his-
tory of the country in the first half of the twentieth century.

Following World War I, the Kuomintang (KMT) under
Sun Yat-sen was the major political party in the country, dedi-
cated to nationalism, democracy and livelihood, and included
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among its members large numbers of communists. The alliance
between the communists and the nationalists became untenable
under Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the KMT after Sun's death,
and by 1927 the communists were purged from the KMT and
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) became Chiang's bitterest
rival.

During the years that followed Chiang did little, if any-
thing, to ameliorate the conditions of the peasants. The policy
of the KMT was to regard the suffering of the peasants as an
historical phenomenon. Any improvement in their situation could
be postponed, at least until the KMT defeated the CCP. Com-
munist activity in China had begun, as was natural according to
classical Marxist theory, in the cities, but after Chiang had
smashed all the CCP's urban cells in 1927, the party abandoned
the towns and moved to the countryside.8 This was to prove
decisive to Chinese history.

The Chinese Example: 2. Success in the Countryside

The CCP under Mao Tse-tung did not hesitate to adapt
Marxist theory to the reality of the Chinese situation.4 Establish-
ing bases in the villages and implementing the Communist
revolution there, starting with agrarian reform, was the leit-
motif of Chinese communism at the end of the twenties and
beginning of the thirties. The classical urban model of com-
munism was shelved as the forces of the CCP, the Red Army
(the People's Liberation Army), began in 1934-35—with thirty
thousand communist guerrillas—the Long March to take control
of large areas of northern and eastern China.

The implementation of communism in the villages was
based not only on agrarian reform but included the cancellation
of peasants' debts, the reduction of land rents, and the ameliora-
tion of the status of women. The soldiers of the Red Army
taught the peasants literacy skills, helped them with the harvests
and the wars on locusts and, after 1931 and the beginning of
hostilities with Japan, afforded them protection from pillage at
harvest time at the hands of both the Japanese and the KMT
forces. For the first time in their lives, the peasants under
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communist control found themselves in intensive and construc-
tive contact with the authorities. Concern for the welfare of the
people—something which hundreds of millions of Chinese had
never experienced before from any government—was at the
basis of relations between the CCP/Red Army and the non-
combatant population under their rule.5 This precluded the dilem-
ma faced by so many communist parties where communism was
seen as the antithesis of patriotism, as the representative of a
foreign power.° The first budding of a grass-roots Chinese na-
tionalism was actually bound up with communist control.

Between 1931 and 1937, before full-scale war broke out
between Japan and China, Japan had been making inroads on
China's outlying provinces, and among those suffering the ravages
wrought by the Japanese were the Chinese peasants. The struggle
against the Japanese in the provinces was led by the CCP and
this was of paramount importance: For the first time Chinese
peasants identified their own well-being with that of their coun-
try. Previously, the Chinese peasants had been detached from
Chinese politics and nationalism. The humiliation endured by
their country at the hands of the imperialist powers had not
concerned them, and the concept of "China" was vague. But
between 1937 and 1945, just before and during the Second
World War, the peasants had become part of the struggle,
under the leadership of the CCP, to drive the Japanese out of
the country. It had not been easy to arouse the peasants, who
were the overwhelming majority of the Chinese population, to
think and act in national terms. But once it had been done,
nothing could stop them. Making them politically aware was a
revolution in itself.

It was only natural that after the Second World War the
Chinese peasantry rallied to the banner of the CCP. If during
the war with Japan the class straggle had been subordinated to
the national good, once Japan had been defeated, the CCP was
recognized as the most authentic expression of both social change
and Chinese nationalism.7 No one could, in their wildest dreams,
suspect the Red Army of serving foreign interests, an accusa-
tion often made against communist guerrillas in other coun-
tries. Mao himself had never left China before becoming the
head of People's China and he had never been Stalin's puppet.
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Ile was in truth the national representative of most of the
Chinese people and had created a uniquely Chinese brand of
Marxism. The education of most of the CCP's leaders was es-
sentially Chinese, and not the result of indoctrination absorbed
during long years of residence abroad?

The CCP discarded orthodox Marxist theory which regarded
the peasants as "barbarian egotists," with a distinctly anti-
revolutionary inclination, Mao's teachings did not distinguish
between the Party, the army, or the masses (i.e. the peasants)."
But in addition to the massive voluntary mobilization of the
peasants to the ranks of the Red Army, broad support came from
urban intellectuals and students, who hated the petit-bourgeois
and anti-intellectual KMT fiercely." In fact, the party owed its
independent existence to the peasant army, and recognition of
this fact created the unusual esprit de corps of the Red Army:
Party cadres, officers, and soldiers lived together, ate the same
food, endured the same conditions and received the same pay.
There are no references to purges among the commanders of
the Red Army," nor were there conflicts between town and
countryside.

The Chinese Example: 3. The Urban Centers

The CCP made a particular effort in its dealings with the
population in the towns which were the stronghold of the KMT.
Two precepts guided Mao there: first, that the weakness of
Chiang in the countryside did not necessarily reflect the situa-
tion in the towns, and, secondly, that the Red Army would not
be able to conquer and absorb the vast numbers of people who
lived in the towns.

These precepts guided the practice of the Red Army forces
on the ground. The towns were to be surrounded and thus
weakened, but not attacked; and the population in those towns
that were captured was to be treated with respect. Reports of
the humane treatment meted out to the population in the out-
lying towns captured by the Red Army reached the principal
cities of China, and prepared the ground for the cooperation of
the urban population with the Red Army at a later stage. In
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an eight-point plan the communists promised, among other
things, to defend the lives of the populace, not to confiscate
property, and to let public institutions such as schools, hospitals,
banks, etc., continue functioning. The middle class in the towns
and the more prosperous peasants in the villages were not
repressed. The industrial infrastructure was not considered a mili-
tary objective." The result was: "Even those who otherwise had
little sympathy with their cause had nothing but praise for the
behavior of the soldiers and cadres who entered China's largest
cities in 1949.""

The Chinese Example: 4. Military Tactics

Two aspects of the Red Army's fighting tactics concern us
here. The first refers back to the peculiar conditions obtaining
in the Chinese struggle against the Japanese, and the role played
by the communists and the KMT forces. The second is the Red
Army's timely shift from guerrilla to conventional warfare to-
wards the end of the civil war.

Chinese resistance to Japanese occupation, as previously
noted, was carried out by both nationalists and communists. The
latter were concentrated in the heartlands and the villages, while
Chiang forces were in the towns along the eastern coast and in
the southern part of the country. The aim of the Japanese was
to ensure lines of communication and maintain their hegemony
over the cities of China along the coast. This meant that, pri-
marily, they were fighting the KMT, rather than the Red Army.
The communists had learned the lesson of their clash with
Chiang in the 1920s and avoided frontal clashes with the Japanese
so as not to be destroyed in acts of retaliation. Moreover, the
communists' guerrilla attacks on the Japanese led the latter to
respond with campaigns against the nearby civilian population,
thereby forcing the KMT to defend the Chinese civilians and
engage the Japanese occupying army." All this meant that the
KMT was considerably weakened in the war against the Japanese,
while the communists were not.

After 1945, the Chinese communists adhered to the same
fighting methods, moving in small groups and using tiny, mobile
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bases, thereby making their' discovery well-nigh impossible. They
refrained from launching frontal attacks on concentrations of
the KMT forces and the towns. They retreated from the nu-
merically superior nationalist forces, usually without a fight. The
consequences soon became apparent. By 1946 1,500,000 na-
tionalist soldiers had been killed or captured. Furthermore, the
tactics of the Red Army encouraged the KMT forces to extend
their conquests, thereby stretching the enemy's communications
lines and increasing their vulnerability •to guerrilla attacks. The
KMT forces were short of the manpower needed to defend the
areas they had conquered from the communists (such as Yenan).
The Red Army refrained both from conquering territory and
from defending it at all costs," as Lin Po-cheng, one of the
leaders of the Red Army said: "If you keep men and lose land,
the land can be regained. If you keep land and lose men, you
will lose both land and men."17

Between September 1948 and January 1949 the Red Army
switched to conventional warfare, deploying three million men
along a 200-mile long front. The switch was timely and the
Red Army defeated the KMT in three crucial battles (at Liaoshi-
Shenyan, Huai-hai, and Peiping-Tientsin). Peking was captured,
and the KMT lost another 1,500,000 soldiers. The KMT was
driven out of huge areas containing millions of inhabitants.
During the three-year period between the summer of 1946 and
that of 1949 almost three million KMT soldiers had been killed
or died, been captured, or had deserted."

Desertion among the nationalist soldiers was widespread
for good reason: The rank and file of the nationalist army has
been described as a walking corpse subject to every disease and
prey to starvation, the principal cause of death among the
KMT soldiers. Their food (rice) was usually two or even three
years old, and consequently lacked the requisite vitamins. It was
apparently common practice for officers to mix the rice with
sand as it was to beat the soldiers with iron pipes and specific
orders were issued prohibiting the two practices—although beat-
ing soldiers with bamboo rods was permitted. The ranks ate
meat only if they managed to catch fieldmice or the officers'
pet dogs. The constant shortage of food made it necessary to
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reduce the number of mouths which had to be fed, as a result
of which the first to be shot were the wounded."

A rather interesting point to be made here is that despite
the fact that the KMT had air superiority, it refrained from at-
tacking Red Army concentrations. The explanations for this have
been numerous, including moral repugnance at using air power
against an enemy which had none. The commanders of the na-
tional air force may also have feared that their pilots, once in
the air, would defect to the communist camp. It was also widely
known that in the cases where KMT pilots did fall into the
hands of the communists, they were savagely butchered. In any
case, use of the air force was minimal and ineffective. If and
when there were bombing or supply missions, they were con-
ducted from such a height as to be completely useless.2°

The nationalist army treated the civilian population as little
more than beasts, robbing the non-combatant population and
treating them as a subject nation. New recruits were taken by
force from their villages, bound, and transported in a manner
unfitting even for cattle. The new soldiers, who were paid piti-
fully little, were sent to fight far away from their homes, in
order to prevent desertions. Most of the KMT soldiers came
from the center and south of China, but fought in the east and
north of the country, which were hostile to them.2' Morale was
low, and desertion, unauthorized retreat, and shooting at of-
ficers frequent, particularly since death on the battlefield seemed
senseless. Chiang was obliged to introduce the death penalty for
all ranks for unauthorized retreat. The major damage done to
the KMT was the generation of a defensive mentality which
gave the soldiers the feeling of being embattled behind barbed-
wire. In view of all this it is not hard to understand how KMT
soldiers found CCP propaganda attractive.22

The Chinese Example: Conclusion

If there was any country in which communism's chances of
success seemed dim it was China. According to Confucius, social
inequality and a distorted system of justice were aspects of life
which were to be accepted, not fought against. A vigorous class
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struggle seemed highly unlikely in China where 80 percent of
the population was peasant. Nor did the Chinese proletariat offer
much hope for the revolution. Laborers in the towns worked,
by and large, in order to support their families in the villages,
returning to the village when the farming cycle required it or
when they had saved enough money. This was a poor basis for
the development of class consciousness, especially since many of
the employers were also originally villagers.° If, despite this,
there appeared signs of class organization, they were immediately
suppressed by the government, by means of widespread execu-
tions and clashes with the army ("The White Terror")."

Yet within a period of two decades, the CCP was able to
revolutionize the peasantry and repulse both the Japanese and,
eventually, the Kuomintang. Mao was right when he declared
that the peasants would "... send all imperialist warlords, cor-
rupt officials, local bullies, and evil gentry to their graves."°

Background: Rural and Urban Greece

Between the First and Second World Wars, political in-
stability was the hallmark of Greek society. Between 1922 and
1937 there had been nine coup d'etat attempts. Governments
arose and fell with regularity. The monarchy which was deposed
in 1923 was restored in 1935 under the right-wing ex-chief of
staff, John Metaxas, who annulled the republican constitution
and became dictator in 1936. From then until 1940, when the
Greeks were forced into World War II on the side of the Allies,
the Metaxas regime was attacked by republicans and communists
alike.

In 1941, Greece was occupied and partitioned among the
Italians, the Germans and the Bulgarians. A British expeditionary
force which, under a 1939 agreement was supposed to guarantee
Greece's borders, arrived in the country in 1941, and was driven
off the mainland and retreated to Crete. Under the German oc-
cupation the people were brutally crushed and the land com-
pletely decimated: Forests were destroyed and thousands of
villages burnt, most of the merchant navy was sunk and trans-
portation, communications and industry were brought to a stand-
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still. The Germans made no attempt to conquer the Greek
countryside. They imposed, rather, a harsh regime on the civilian
population in the towns, retaliating brutally for every guerrilla
action against them.

Two anti-German resistance movements were formed—one,
the Communist ELAS/EAM, the other the nationalist republican
EDES—supported by the British. The latter feared a communist
takeover after the war because of the grass-roots support en-
joyed by the ELAS which engaged in anti-German sabotage.
The blowing up of the Gorgopotamos Bridge in November
1942, intended to damage the German supply lines to Rommel's
forces in North Africa, was the only substantial act of resistance
implemented by the resistance movement. Beyond acts of
sabotage, the ELAS exhausted its strength fighting the right-wing
EDES in the so-called "first round" of the civil war in 1943,
and its fighters were crushed in the "second round," towards
the end of 1944 by massive British forces. The conflict between
communists and anti-communists seemed to have been settled
by the Varlciza Agreement of 1945, according to which the com-
munists agreed to disband and the government agreed to a gen-
eral amnesty of the EAM/ELAS members. While neither side ad-
hered to the agreement, the "White Terror" of the Athens gov-
ernment against the EAM/ELAS was a more brutal infringement
of the Varkiza Agreement, and the veteran guerrillas and their
commanders fled to the mountains, in fear of their lives and
when the inevitable civil war proper, or the "third round," broke
out in the spring of 1946, the Greek communists were still reeling
from the effects of the second round.2"

Although the government forces, the Greek National Army
(GNA) was not without its own problems," it had one great ad-
vantage: When the German forces occupied Greece most of the
Greek army, some 20,000 soldiers, withdrew to various bases in
the Middle East. In effect, this army did not fight at all except
when it helped to conquer the Italian town of Rimini. Towards
the end of the war, when the army returned to Greece, it had
been purged of its left-wing ranks, who were imprisoned in
camps in Eritrea and Libya. (The arrival back home of an army
composed of royalists, nationalists, and other anti-communists,
apparently triggered the second round.) Thus, the adversary
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of Greek communism was a relatively fresh fighting force and
one which was continually being supplemented by new and young
forces. The communist-led Greek Democratic Army (GDA),
established in 1946, based on EA.M/ELAS veterans, was weary,
many of its soldiers having served since 1940.

The composition of the Greek Communist guerrilla army
was similar to that of the Chinese Red Army in that the vast
majority of its soldiers—as many as 90 percent—came from the
peasantry. The others were Communist Party (KKE) activists
and factory hands who had fled from the towns. Most of the
rural population supported the communist guerrillas during the
struggle against the Germans in the Second World War. But at
this point the resemblance to the situation in China ends.

The situation of the Greek peasantry, a little over 53 per-
cent of the population,28 was substantially different from that
of the Chinese peasantry. Most Greek peasants-88 percent ac-
cording to a census taken in 1928—owned the land they worked.
Agrarian reform had been introduced in Greece even before the
First World War, and extended in 1937: Some 425,000 acres
of land were distributed to 305,000 families, making the re-
form one of the most advanced agrarian reforms undertaken any-
where in the world. A very small proportion of Greek peasants
were still landless but even here, social legislation had been in-
troduced, regulating employer-employee relations and, among
other things, establishing Sunday as an official day of rest. This
situation prevented the creation of a massive peasant-proletariat,
as existed in China. The Greek government and other public
bodies successfully developed a policy of clientelism toward the
peasants gaining their support by granting them subsidies and
loans, guaranteeing minimum prices, and undertaking to purchase
their crops. Thus, it was only rarely, that Greek peasants turned
their backs on the government whose help they needed.29

There were other factors which moderated radical tenden-
cies among the Greek peasantry. The peasants, like the urban
bourgeoisie and middle classes of Greece, were traditionally
dedicated to religion, to the monarchy, to family, and private
property. Industrialization had reached Greece only after the end
of the First World War, and the Greek working class, former
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peasants or seasonal workers, still had close ties with the
conservative Greek villages. (One of the most unusual events
of the civil war in Greece was the agreement of a quarter of a
million organized workers in the Salonika region to work on all
Sundays in August 1947, and contribute their pay to the Queen
Frederika Fund for the refugees, evacuated by the government
from areas where the communist guerrillas were active, in order
to prevent them from constituting a civilian-logistic rearguard.)
The Greek laborers were often described as enthusiastic supporters
of the Greek monarchy and avowed anti-communists.3°

Migration from the countryside to the towns as well as
emigration provided an economic and social safety valve. The
penetration of the Greek authorities into almost every aspect of
village life and the accessibility and openness of the Greek
towns to the peasants also militated against polarization. Radical
political solutions were not widely supported in Greece: There
was no massive industrial proletariat so frustrated that it was
ready to fight on the barricades and bring down the bourgeoisie.
Neither was structural social revolution sought by the Greek
peasantry.31 Thus, communist ideology had only limited suc-
cess among them, and after the 1920s anti-communism became
the official ideology of the Greek government. Politically and
socially, the middle classes were interested in protecting their
privileges and position. And it should be added here, that privilege
and position in Greece were, to a very large extent, offshoots of
a society lethally pervaded by corruption, evasion, political per-
secution and overwhelming incompetence.

On the other hand, neither were the interests of the Greek
peasantry high on the agenda of the KKE. The KKE regarded
the peasants only as a secondary objective of its endeavors. The
urban proletariat and urban revolution came first. Consequently,
when peasants were recruited into the GDA, it was often by
force, and their enthusiasm for communist principles and ideology
was less than wholehearted.

Communist Leadership

At the beginning of the civil war proper, the leadership of
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the KK:E and the GDA was vested in two men respectively: Nikos
Zachariades and Markos Vapheiades. If the Chinese could look
to Mao as a man from peasant stock who became an intellectual
and soldier, and thus identify with him in every respect, Zacha-
riades and Markos were of a different cloth altogether. To begin
with, both were lower middle-class Greek refugees from Turkey,
repatriated after the First World War in an agreement between
the two countries on population exchange.

In this context, it should be noted that most native Greeks
resented the refugees from Asia Minor. ("We are confronting
an invasion by 1.5 million Turks.") The government at the time
granted about half of the refugees land and houses, providing
them, in effect, with a bourgeois identity. This was perceived
as the best tool for preventing the dissemination of left-wing
radicalism among them. Nonetheless many of the refugees, among
them a large number of tobacco workers in the north, did turn
to the left, having been unable to find a channel to represent
them in the existing—and apparently closed—political system;
during the thirties the KKE gained wide support among them.
There were some 48,000 tobacco workers and almost half of
them identified with the left. They had been injured three
times: first as refugees, then in the worldwide economic crisis
of the 1930s when Greek tobacco ceased being a priority prod-
uct, and again during World War II when Greece was decimated
and people were unable to afford expensive Greek tobacco. They
continued to lack a solid social or economic basis as compared
with those who had received plots of land from the government.

The situation was paradoxical: On the one hand, the KKE
was often accused of being tainted with the same anti-refugee
sentiments as the local population. On the other, because the
refugees from Asia Minor occupied an increasingly important
place in the party leadership, e.g., Zachariades and Markos,
the party became suspect in the eyes of native Greeks. The KKE
was perceived of as representing the interests of the refugees
rather than that of the Greek public as a whole."

When the ELAS was formed during the Nazi occupation,
Zachariades had already been incarcerated by the Nazis in the
Dachau concentration camp and the resistance movement oper-
ated under Markos' leadership. When Zachariades returned to
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Greece at the beginning of 1945, he resumed his role as head
of the KKE and re-established his headquarters in Athens. The
conflict between Markos, a military man, the "mountain king"
who had gained stature as a resistance hero, and Zachariades,
the urban politician who did not have the halo of having fought
in the resistance movement, was unavoidable.

As long as the KKE was still legal (until the end of 1947)
and Zachariades did not have to take to the mountains, the two
could co-exist within the same movement, although they differed
considerably on almost every question. Zachariades was not
enthusiastic about renewing the armed struggle, fearing dire
consequences for the very existence of the KKE, politically and
physically. The guerrillas, on the other hand, demanded another
round of warfare. It is interesting to note that they were filled
with such confidence that they claimed that they could conquer
Athens within a few hours and stage a coup d'etat. They were
convinced that the difficult social situation, the lack of political
and economic stability, galloping inflation, corruption, pockets
of hunger and unemployment all constituted a sure-fire recipe
for the success of communism in Greece. This sounded tempting.
One is forced to consider Mao's diametrically opposed concep-
tion of time: witness his statements about the war of resistance
from 1931:

. . . If we rely fundamentally on organizing a resolute,
prolonged, and widespread war of resistance against
the enemy who has occupied our cities, if we wage war
on many interlocking fronts, encircle the cities and
isolate them, meanwhile gradually increasing our own
strength over a long period, and so transform the re-
lations between the enemy and ourselves; and if we
coordinate these tactics with changes in the international
situation—in this case we will be able to drive out the
enemy progressively and to regain control of the cities.
For the cities as a whole are concentrated, whereas the
countryside is scattered ... Nevertheless, we must state
that the countryside can defeat the cities ... In the con-
ditions prevailing during the civil war, a very small
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portion of the countryside carried on a protracted war
against the cities ...34 [Author's emphasis.]

As late as 1948, a year before the civil war was actually over,
Mao still expected another four years of war.35

In any event when after the elections of 1946, under British,
French and American supervision (elections which were boy-
cotted by the left and which ultimately brought about the restora-
tion of the monarchy) the guerrillas, under Markos, began at-
tacks, the party's official decision to opt for a military solution
was already a fait accompli.

They differed on matters of political orientation: Markos
was pro-Tito, Zachariades pro-Stalin. They disagreed on the
Macedonian question: Zachariades apparently favored Mace-
donian independence; the rank-and-file was against giving up
any part of Greek territory in return for military help—neither
to •the Slavo-Macedonians residing in northern Greece or any
other of its comrades-in-arms.36 They disagreed on whether to
continue with guerrilla warfare or shift to conventional methods.
In short, there was very little common ground between the urban
KKE, which looked to Moscow, spoke the jargon of the revolu-
tionary industrial proletariat, and favored the conquest of the
cities by large conventional army units, and most of the fighters
of the GDA, who came from villages in the north of Greece,
had ties with Yugoslavia since the period of the resistance, and
preferred to continue with guerrilla warfare!' Once Zachariades
was forced to flee to the mountains too, the bitter and brutal clash
between the two men was inevitable. At the beginning of 1949,
Markos was relieved of his post as commander of the GDA as
the Stalin-Tito rift became final and irreparable, cutting through
the Greek rebel movement at all ranks and on every issue.

Thus, on every level the KKE was saddled with enormous
difficulties. The party activists in the towns—most of them middle-
class intellectuals—were unable to establish contact either with
the peasants or with the urban proletariat. With regard to
the peasants, the KKE had generated alienation since 1920 by
insisting that the peasants •had only limited rights to private
property, favoring instead the nationalization of property and
land.38 As for the urban proletariat, they were, as previously
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noted, a new social element, recently arrived from the country-
side and with strong ties there. Thus, when the KKE called on
the workers to strike in 1947 the results were disappointing."
The KKE blamed this on government suppression of the workers
in Athens, but it would have been more realistic to explain it
by the workers' refusal to answer the call of the party.

Greek history also worked against the KKE: It produced
a deeply-rooted nationalism and political awareness, stemming
from the long struggle against the Ottoman rulers, the rise of
nationalism in the Balkans, the Balkan wars and the Greek-
Turkish war in Asia Minor. Perhaps here Thomas Hammond's
theory had some validity in Greece: "Being a communist implied
being an agent of a foreign power. ... the greatest deterrent to
people becoming communist has been the feeling that corn-
mmunism implied disloyalty to one's own country." So the KKE
suffered as well from its image as an anti-nationalist body which
bore the banner of another country. Greeks, of the political
center and right, both then and now, were loathe to call the
events of 1946-49 a civil war, preferring the term "bandit
war." This was because the communist guerrillas were perceived
as being motivated by and fighting for foreign interests.
Zachariades was a member of the Soviet Communist Party
and graduate of the KUTV, the Communist University of
the People of the East. He often left Greece during the civil
war to meet with communist leaders from Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. The main training area of the GDA was at
Bulkes in Yugoslavia. It was generally understood that the KKE
was prepared to cede parts of Greece—such as Macedonia—to
Bulgaria or Yugoslavia in return for their help."

The Guerrilla Army

An analysis of the changing structure of the Greek guer-
rilla forces during the civil war will point straightaway to some
of the problems with which the GDA had to contend. Whereas
in 1946, the year of the so-called third round, the GDA con-
sisted of veteran Greek resistance fighters of the Second World
War and members of the left-wing underground movement
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ELAS, by the middle of the war the picture had completely
changed. Some 80 percent of the soldiers were under 25, and
many were still teenagers. Not only had they not fought in the
Second World War, but many of them had been taken from
their villages and inducted into the GDA by force.

The gravity of the situation was also reflected by the
recruitment of non-Greek elements, Turks from Thrace, Chams
(Moslem tribes originating in Albania), and Slavo-Macedonians.
The Turks and Chams, forcibly recruited, gave themselves and
their weapons up to the nationalists at the first opportunity.
The Slavo-Macedonians, who joined voluntarily, fought valiantly
but did so for different reasons. They wanted to secede from
Greece and unite with the Macedonians of Yugoslavia or Bul-
garia. By 1949, the Slavo-Macedonians constituted two-thirds
of the GDA,41 a fact considerably damaging to the KKE. Its
reputation was tarnished once it became regarded as the vehicle
of elements working for the breakaway of Macedonia from
Greece (a problem aggravated by the fact that the Macedonians
were hated in Greece because of their collaboration with the
Axis during the Second World War); but the principal damage
was caused by the fact that they had little interest in introduc-
ing communism to Greece. Their conflicts with the GDA leader-
ship were everyday occurrences within the Greek guerrilla
movement."

As the composition of the guerrilla army revealed a grow-
ing dearth of dedicated soldiers, the need to recruit peasants by
force increased and forcible recruitment gradually became the
principal source of the GDA's personnel." While about 14,000
of the 20,000-30,000 fighters were Slavo-Macedonian peasants,
the rest—with the exception of a small core of enthusiastic urban
communists—were Greek peasants who bad been pressed into
service and whose motivation was low.

There were also conflicts of another kind, which cen-
tered on the clothes and food enjoyed by the party cadres while
the guerrillas suffered privation. No rank and file guerrilla was
ever promoted to the higher echelons of the KKE.44 The result
of these conflicts was frequent quarrels between the GDA and
the party, desertions, purges, low morale, and a lack of en-
thusiasm for the objectives of the KKE among the rank and
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file. There was also always the temptation to accept the govern-
ment's offer of a pardon. The need to post veteran guerrilla
fighters alongside or behind fighters whose loyalty was uncer-
tain merely emphasized the severity of the situation."

Another indication of the personnel problem of the Greek
guerrilla movement was the rising number of women in its
ranks which, by the summer of 1949, had reached as much as
50 percent in several units."

Thus, both quantitatively and qualitatively, manpower was
the GDA's major problem.

Military Tactics

There is no guarantee that the continued use of classical
guerrilla tactics would have led to the success of the communists
in Greece. They would probably have weakened the Greek gov-
ernment and its supporters in the West, but would ultimately
have been crushed by the nationalists whose army was con-
stantly improving (see below, The Truman Doctrine). It is
evident that in a conventional war the GDA would have had
no advantage over the nationalists, especially since the Royal
Hellenic Air Force (RHAF) was easily able to destroy the
GDA's large headquarters and frameworks.

At the beginning of the civil war the GDA employed clas-
sical guerrilla tactics: undertaking sudden assaults by small units
which inflicted damage on the economic and social infrastruc-
ture, disengaging when the enemy received reinforcements, and
harassing the nationalist units. They were very successful: In
the winter of 1947 most of the Greek countryside was controlled
by the communist underground. The Greek government and
army were completely exhausted, their authority limited to the
areas of Athens and Salonika. What made the KKE decide to
switch to conventional warfare and decide to attack the towns?
By so doing, they were making the classical tactical errors of a
guerrilla movement which becomes a conventional army too soon,
before it received massive aid from external sources or before
its enemy has been sufficiently weakened.

The KKE had mistaken assumptions about the strength of
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the Greek government in the towns, and mistaken assumptions
about their own ability to conquer them. Weakness in the country-
side did not necessarily mean weakness in the cities. And these
mistaken assumptions backfired for all the reasons which caused
the KKE to make the switch to conventional warfare: the desire
to impress members of the Cominform to come to their aid,
and the hope that severe attacks on the towns would bring the
Greek government to its knees, force it to negotiate and, thus,
assure the KKE of simple survival.

Zachariades could not help seeing that the social changes
necessary to bring the revolution nearer had not occurred in
Greece. It was impossible to ignore the brutal suppression of the
labor unions in the towns or the peasants' lack of enthusiasm
for communist ideology. They were, after all, the two social
classes which should in theory have helped the KKE overcome
the stubborn resistance of the middle class.

Zachariades hoped that a show of force would convince
Stalin and the other communist regimes of their enormous mili-
tary potential and thus elicit from them more tangible assistance
than the mouthing of fine phrases and the "cake-sale" kind of
support they had been receiving until then.

They hoped that by inflicting severe suffering on the civilian
population of the cities, the population would put pressure on
the government to negotiate. In this context, mention should be
made of the town of Naoussa, which was practically destroyed
in a guerrilla attack in 1949. There was a report that the in-
habitants were desperate:

We want reconciliation. Don't you see the damage
they've done. Enough is enough. We can't take it.
They're not afraid of anything or anybody. [ 3
What they did to Naoussa, they'll also do to Verroia,
Edessa, and Artdea. In six months they'll burn Salonika.
[... 3 This is a chance to make friends with them.47

All these led the GDA to switch to conventional warfare,
setting up a regular army, and hoping in this way to achieve its
central objective, as outlined by Zachariades: political and physical
survival.
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As described above, all this was also in stark contrast to
the relations between the PLA and the civilian population in
China; and replacing the government and changing society was
Mao's purpose. It was Zachariades' terrible mistake to think
that in a civil war characterized by fierce ideological conflict (as
distinct, for example, from one which derives from a struggle
for power or a colonial legacy of some kind) it would be pos-
sible to attain ideological survival and political compromise.
Mao's actions, the object of which was to overthrow the KMT
completely, were more realistic.

The GDA's new fighting tactics included attacks on popula-
tion centers, the conquest and defense of territory and towns,
and head-on engagements with the nationalists. Already in the
summer of 1947 the GDA had launched fierce attacks on Greek
towns (Konitsa, Kastoria, Grevena, Alexandroupolis, Florina),
in which 4,000 of its soldiers were killed, wounded or captured.
Its entire force numbered 25,000 at the time. Although they
succeeded in inflicting grave damage on the towns, they were
driven out at a later stage and after heavy fighting. It was just
the opposite of Mao's strategy in China, where the Red Army
weakened or even eliminated the KMT forces prior to attacking
the towns."

The result was complete chaos throughout Greece. To the
inflation, precarious economy, famine, unemployment, and
wrecked infrastructure, the GDA added a deep sense of in-
security, terror, and fear. The psychological stability of the
civilians was undermined, as was their confidence in their gov-
ernment. Railroad tracks, roads, bridges, factories, public build-
ings, hospitals, fields and orchards, agricultural implements, and
private homes were blown up, burned and destroyed. One Greek
peasant was quoted as saying: "Four times in my lifetime my
home has been destroyed: by the Turks, the Bulgars, the Nazis,
and the guerrillas. Why should I build it up again ?"" To this
sense of insecurity was added the assassination of leading poli-
ticians and bureaucrats, village leaders, municipal councilors,
factory managers, and head teachers of schools.

As already noted, above all the GDA/KKE wanted to con-
quer Athens. The assumption was that whoever ruled Athens
ruled Greece and controlled its resources, which were concen-
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trated in the south of the country. It fitted in with the KKE's
ideological and social doctrine of revolutionary aims. They wanted
to work outwards from such centers of authority as the labor
unions, the civil service, the General Staff, etc. After being
driven out of the towns at the end of 1947, the KKE endeavored
to reconquer them, throwing more men into the battle in order
to achieve that end.5°

But the havoc wreaked in Greece did not lead to the down-
fall of the government. It lead, instead, to American interven-
tion in order to save Greece from communism.

Foreign Intervention: The United States of America

It seems doubtful that one could find two civil wan in
which foreign intervention in one was intended to compensate
for failure in the other. In Greece, however, the United States
sought to "compensate" for its mistakes in China. Or, as one
theoretician of international conflict put it:

When a state becomes involved in a guerrilla war, the
original reasons for its intervention may become sec-
ondary to the preservation of its prestige and credibility
among its allies."

In the summer of 1948, with the KMT on the verge of
annihilation by the Red Army's autumn offensive, the American
embassy in Athens described Washington's actions in Greece
as being designed to spare the free world further disappoint-
ment and provide those countries which expected it with 'ener-
getic leadership."52

The proximity of the events does not provide merely cir-
cumstantial evidence. There was nothing fortuitous about the •

need to prove in Greece what had been missed in China. In
the summer of 1949, while the wars in both China and Greece
were still being waged, the American State Department published
the China White Paper, containing an account of the events in
China until then. A chapter of the book was devoted to a com-
parison of America's successful involvement in Greece with its
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failure in China. The simplicity of the problem in Greece com-
pared to China in terms of numbers and size was given as the
reason for the success of American aid there.53 Furthermore, the
Americans involved in extending aid to Greece regarded their
mission as "a God-given opportunity" to amend what had been
missed in China. John Nuveen, head of the American aid mis-
sion to Greece, made this crystal clear. The date, February 1949,
was also important, because both civil wars were still in progress:

We have already found cause to regret our inexperi-
ence by what has happened in China. Greece is a long
way from China but it has most of the problems that
we faced in China, which are problems that exist in
other critical situations in this troubled world. The dif-
ference is that we have in Greece a compact little coun-
try of seven and a half million people as against China's
400 million ... Greece is a God-given opportunity for
us to learn the facts of international life."

It would appear, then, that the comparison undertaken
within the framework of this article between the two civil
wars is no mere conceptual exercise, but rather reflects a very
real connection between the two events. Greek Communism paid
for the failure of foreign intervention on behalf of Chiang
Kai-shek. The almost total colonization of Greece by America
had its roots in China, among other things.

China: No Hope for the KMT

'What were the reasons for the inability of American in-
tervention to influence the outcome of the civil war in China?
The situation in the Chinese countryside has been described
above. The situation in the urban centers where the KMT still
held power was equally hopeless. The devastating effects of
galloping inflation thwarted any possibility of change originat-
ing with the KMT. Using the 1937 consumer price index as
100, in 1945 it was 249,000. The index of industrial inflation
was 1,800 in July 1945, and 60,000 in April 1947."
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Strikes, demonstrations and disturbances were common in
Chinese towns. The black market flourished, and Chinese cur-
rency was replaced by gold and foreign currency. The KMT's
taxation and budgetary commitments were made worthless by
inflation. Lawlessness, corruption in public affairs, food short-
ages, terror, rule by private law-enforcement agencies, the col-
lapse of education (what had formerly been sufficient to main-
tain a student for a year was barely enough to buy one exer-
cise book in 1947), bankruptcies, homelessness, and the decline
of the health services, characterized the social and economic
situation of Chinese towns after the Second World War. The
KMT's military victories in 1947—when it conquered the com-
munist capital, Yenan—the political system it represented, and
the democracy it promised as against the dictatorial character of
communism, all became irrelevant as the social system collapsed.
The Chinese could not envisage any salvation emanating from
the course taken by Chiang Kai-shek. American aid was unable
to rescue China's economic and social situation; the problems
were too great.

From the day the Japanese had been defeated until De-
cember 1948 the United States gave China some four billion
dollars. By the end of 1949 the amount had soared to six billion
dollars." The effect of this aid was not noticeable on the battle-
field, even though it was all spent on weapons and equipment
rather than on rehabilitating the civilian networks, whose col-
lapse was too widespread for the U.S. to be able to tackle. Two
million American soldiers, from every branch of the services,
would have been needed to tip the military scales in favor of
the KMT." In July 1949, U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson
wrote the President Truman:

The civil war in China was beyond the control of the
government of the United States ... It was the prod-
uct of internal Chinese forces, forces which this country
[U.S.] tried to influence but could not."
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Intervention in Greece: The Truman Doctrine

In March, 1947 the American Congress voted four hundred
million dollars American aid to Greece (and Turkey) under the
Truman Doctrine. Its underlying assumption was that defeating
communism in Greece involved operating in two spheres, civilian
rehabilitation and military aid. No country of comparable size
had ever received such generous help."

There was a great difference in American public opinion
with regard to intervention in China and Greece. Noted writers
and journalists like Edgar Snow, Walter Lippman and General
Joseph Stilwell tended to paint a favorable picture of Chinese
communism," whereas stories of communist abductions of more
than 28,000 children in Greece (although this is not the place
to discuss in depth the entire complex question of the abducted
children—the "Paedomazoma") and their anti-religious brain-
washing were daily fare as in the following:

Two cases are shown to classes of [Greek) children
of about seven or eight years old in Bulgaria. The
teacher tells the children that one case belongs to God
and the other to Stalin. She then asks the children to
pray that the case belonging to God be filled with
chocolates, but this fails and the case is empty. The
same is applied to the case belonging to Stalin, and
the case is full of chocolates ... This story is horrible
for everyone who has children of his own and who has
any notion of the impressionability of the soul of a
child ... This is a definite part of the attitude of the
people and the countries behind the Iron Curtain"'

Furthermore, despite the known corruption of the Greek
government, they were still portrayed as maintaining the kernel
of ancient Greek democracy.

Civilian rehabilitation was undertaken, albeit to a limited
extent. Despite the inflation, stagnation, corruption and wide-
spread unemployment, some progress was made. Ports, railways,
roads, bridges, and docks were constructed, repaired, or rebuilt.
Fertilizers, seeds, pesticides, agricultural tools, tractors, and corn-
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bine harvesters, etc. were distributed to the agricultural sector
on easy credit terms. Sunken ships were raised from Piraeus
Harbor and the Corinthian Canal and one and a half million
square meters of rocks and earth were removed from the waters
of the latter." The rehabilitation of the roads and railways in
Greece began at a rapid pace, with approximately five miles
being built each day. Over two hundred villages were rebuilt,
and extensive restoration activities were undertaken in twelve
towns. While the civil war continued, thousands of houses were
repaired or reconstructed to provide shelter for the refugees.
The authorities made sure that there was a radio in every village
so their voice would reach every villager in Greece, a powerful
antidote to communism.°3

Nonetheless, as stated before, the GDA's principal objec-
tive was the destruction of the economy and the civilian in-
frastructure, and much of what was done by American aid was
undone by guerrilla sabotage. It became absolutely clear to the
Americans that the first priority in saving Greece was crushing
the communist guerrillas. Only then could rehabilitation succeed.

Both qualitatively and quantitatively the problem of man-
power was cardinal for the functioning of the Greek army. The
quality of the post-war recruits was inferior. The lack of regular
education during the war had impaired their basic skills and
knowledge. Conceptual defensiveness and adherence to principle
of fortified territory characterized the army's strategy. They did
not recommend pursuing the GDA and engaging it in frontal
combat, either because of their desire to save lives or because
of their fear of losing terrain. In the absence of commandos
and paratroops, the nationalist army could not do its anti-guerrilla
work properly, and as a cumbersome regular army it clung to
familiar areas and routes. It also lacked the intelligence network
so essential in an anti-guerrilla war.

Thus, the first things which needed to be done were to
improve the morale and training of the soldiers and their fam-
ilies, and increase their numbers. After a year and half, in
November 1948, the nationalist army numbered 263,000 men.
According to the American ambassador to Greece, Henry Grady:

It was fed with American purchased daily rations of 4200
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calories, clothed with American-purchased uniforms,
equipped with American arms, transported by vehicles
and pack animals supplied by America, and trained and
advised in operations by American and British officers.
Supporting the land army is heavy artillery, an air force
and navy."

Yet, according to Grady, "this armed force has been unable to
make appreciable progress ... against a bandit organization of
some 25,000 men." What it needed, more than more money,
was a radical change in command, organization and strategy.
And indeed, once this was done the tide was turned within
the year.

Commando and paratroop units were established which
could be transported by air and no longer depended on pack
animals. The officer echelon was reinvigorated, and soldiers
who had served continuously since 1940 were discharged. The
principal improvement, however, was attained through a change
in tactics: The defensive approach which involved driving the
guerrillas out of territory and then retreating was abandoned and
areas which had been captured were retained. But over and
above all was •the no-holds-barred use of the Royal Hellenic
Air Force (RHAF).

The Americans equipped the RHAF with long-range and
fast Halyards and Spitfires with heavy guns and heavy bombs,
Dakota and Anson transport planes that carried more troops,
and they introduced the use of napalm bombs and night bombing
with incendiary bombs. This change in nationalist tactics was
considerably helped by the fact that at just about the same
time the GDA began to switch to conventional warfare—holding
on to territory and using units of 500 soldiers rather than small
groups of guerrillas. The GDA now provided an ideal target
for the RHAF and nationalist artillery, and results were not long
in coming: Whereas between 1946 and 1947 the RHAF caused
about 40 percent of the GDA's losses, by 1949 the figure rose
to over 60 percent." The nationalist army and the RHAF pur-
sued the GDA to the remotest corners of that small country.
This was in sharp contrast to the pitiful role played by Chiang's
air force.
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The GDA found itself in the same difficult situation as
had the Kuomintang in China when it had to hold on to con-
quered territory and defend both the territory and the supply
lines to it. Increasing numbers of soldiers had to be used for
guard duty, and the number of those engaged in combat de-
clined. Like any conventional army, the GDA had to allocate
manpower for non-combatant tasks such as staffing military
courts, and providing welfare services for the civilian popula-
tion and the soldiers' families. For an ex-guerrilla movement
whose fate was to be determined by its lack of manpower, the
decline in the number of combat soldiers was fatal. When they
had to face a government army numbering close to 300,000
soldiers, the GDA was bound to be smashed.

Recognizing the improved strength of the nationalists, and
the increasing losses suffered by the GDA, the KKE sought to
reach a political agreement with the Greek government. The
path it took—inflicting terrible blows on the civilian popula-
tion and smashing whatever remained of the infrastructure—
was intended to induce the population to put pressure on the
government to negotiate with the KKE. But an ideological civil
war cannot conclude with a treaty or a compromise (as we know
from both Spain and China) and the Greek civil war ended
with the communists in complete disarray.

The fall of communism in Greece was probably expected:
With the involvement of the United States and the subsequent
improvement in the nationalists' fighting ability, quantitatively
and qualitatively, the GDA did not stand much of a chance,
especially since the ICKE did not have the support of the civilian
population.

Much has been written about Greece's geo-political im-
portance, and its role in the Cold War. It concerns us here with
regard to the inevitability of Western intervention in events.
The Greek communists erred in their thinking about the role of
the British in their country. They were aware of course that
the British Empire was not what it used to be. They may have
hoped that Britain's unilateral abandonment of its colonies in
Palestine and India would influence its actions in Greece. Zacha-
riades had not foreseen that Britain would hand the problem
over to the United States, who would take up the cudgels so
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enthusiastically on behalf of the Greek government. Even if
he had, there was nothing he could have done to change the
West's unwillingness to relinquish Greece. American interven-
tion in Greece, in comparison to China, was inevitable, cheap,
limited, and highly effective. The four hundred million dollars
succeeded in changing the course of the Greek civil war.

Foreign Intervention: The Role of the Soviet Union

In the context of the role played by the U.S.S.R. and the
Eastern European countries in the two civil wars, it is inter-
esting to note what a Greek communist said to me about the
communist brotherhood: "With a family like that, who needs
enemies?" The U.S.S.R.'s non-intervention in the communist re-
volt in Greece in the face of massive American intervention was
an important contributing factor. The subject is a complex one
and has to do with a variety of issues, paramount among them
the 1944 Churchill-Stalin percentages agreement and the rift
with Tito, and is beyond the framework of this article. If James
Rosenau and Manfred Halpern ever needed an illustration of
the intervention exemplified by non-intervention, the Greek in-
stance cannot fail to come to mind 66 It should just be noted
that the one time Moscow really intervened in Greece, it boom-
eranged. By forcing the GDA to turn its back on Tito and look
for assistance from the Albanians, they put the seal of doom
on Greek communism.

According to Stavrakis' well-founded thesis on this sub-
ject, because Stalin feared a conflict with the West over Greece,
he dissociated himself from the revolt of the ICKE. And when
he was dissatisfied with the growing ties between the GDA and
Tito, he forced the KKE to take an anti-Yugoslavian stand in
the clash between Belgrade and the Cominform. The result was
that the best territorial military base available to the Greek
guerrillas was closed. One point which Stavralcis fails to discuss
is the fact that most of the international communist aid given
to the sister party in Greece was extended within a framework
which displayed "Western," non-communist features: Money
food, medicine and clothing were donated by volunteer groups
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in the Eastern European countries, not by the communist govern-
ments. Direct military aid was also rarely forthcoming, since the
Greek communists were not viewed as capable of winning. The
results were poor, as borne out by complaints published years
later in the party newspaper Avgi.67

As for China, Moscow had displayed total indifference
towards Chinese communism when they were fighting the
Japanese and the KMT. The U.S.S.R. had granted Chiang Kai-
shek recognition early in the 1930s because Moscow expected
China to offset Japan's influence in the region. Between 1937
and 1945, the U.S.S.R. helped the Red Army with only small
amounts of weapons: Five planeloads of arms landed in Yenan
during the entire period of the struggle against Japan." Similarly,
the U.S.S.R. displayed great reluctance in intervening in the civil
war, and refrained from extending aid to Mao until he had
actually won. By doing so, the U.S.S.R. displayed greater political
acumen than the United States, perhaps because it realized that
only the Chinese could decide their own fate, and no external
element could alter the outcome.

The Nature of Civil Tra r

We will now try and understand how the two cases dis-
cussed above shed light on each other and on post-World War II
civil wars in general. Both evince characteristics prominent in
one and lacking in the other. In sum, the two wars complement
one another. If all the characteristics had been present at one
and the same time, and the civil war had occurred in another
country, we would have been able to point to a "classic civil
war."

There can be no doubt that China illuminates the immense
importance of the internal element, as reflected by tremendous
social processes, the awakening of huge social strata, and the
internal need for social revolution. The Greek communists, on
the other hand, attempted to introduce a social revolution into
an environment which was not prepared to accept it.

The Greek case demonstrates the importance of the ex-
ternal environment and its contribution to furthering or imped-
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ing internal social processes. Foreign intervention in the Greek
civil war was both fateful and disastrous from the standpoint
of those who sought to implement a social revolution there.
For Nationalist China such intervention would have meant
salvation.

The theoretical literature on the subject of civil wars is
not extensive. The topic is difficult to pin down, and the broader
the definition, the greater the tendency to include within it
every kind of internal political protest. There is no agreement
even on the necessity of including the elements of violence and
bloodshed, although it is generally accepted that along with a
large number of participants, a civil war can be distinguished
from any other kind of internal protest by a minimal duration
and level of violence.°

This can be readily understood if one tries to categorize
the wars. There have been a good number of major civil wars
in the twentieth century, distinguished most clearly, though not
only, by their outcomes: The Russian, Chinese, and Cuban civil
wars were all victories for the rebels and resulted in the estab-
lishment of communist regimes. All three were fought against
a background of miserable social conditions which engaged
mass participation. The civil war in Spain was also a victory
for the rebels but resulted in the establishment of a fascist
regime. The civil war in Greece was a victory for the govern-
ment in power and a defeat for the communist rebels. In both
Spain and Greece, massive foreign intervention tilted the scales.
The civil wars in Korea and Vietnam resulted in impasses, and
the division of the countries between the rebels and the govern-
ment forces, despite the fact that in both countries social condi-
tions were ripe for the success of the communists. This, however,
was offset—temporarily in Vietnam as we now know—by massive
American intervention. The Americans could not bring the un-
leashed social forces to heel and the wars ended indecisively.

According to the literature, the main causes for civil wars
in the twentieth century are struggles for national liberation,
colonial and post-colonial civil wars, power struggles, and ideo-
logical wars." It should be noted that internal conflicts erupt
for a great many reasons and sometimes switch from one cause
to another. Thus, the internal conflict in India swung from
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being a struggle against the British for national liberation to a
religious conflict between Hindus and Moslems. In many, guer-
rilla warfare was (is) a key element, in others foreign
intervention.

Foreign Intervention

There is a wealth of theoretical studies on the nature of
foreign intervention by great powers, since foreign intervention
of one kind or another is considered the essence of international
relations: Even changing the price of a commodity produced in
one country influences another and can be regarded as constitut-
ing intervention in its affairs."

Theoretical research has pointed to various factors which
tend to engender foreign intervention (with or without civil
wars raging at the same time). The major factor is gaining
control of a desirable asset or commodity (i.e., land, geo-
political strategic areas, markets, oil). China's vast markets,
Egypt's Suez Canal, Greece's geo-political situation, and Kuwait's
oil are all examples of such assets or commodities which invited
intervention. The possibility of success is another. The United
States in Greece (1947), Great Britain and France in Egypt
(1956), and Iraq in Kuwait (1990) all assumed that they could
overcome the respective obstacles to success in intervention.

It has been pointed out that the intervening party must
be stronger than the side which is the object of intervention."
The weakness of the system inviting intervention must be care-
fully determined. Objective features such as the size of the
country and the dimensions of its problems also "transmit" mes-
sages of weakness to the potential intervening party, increasing
its confidence in its ability to succeed. Often, however, countries
underestimate the problems they will confront when intervening
in a civil war. This was the case with the United States in
Vietnam, the U.S.S.R. in Afghanistan, and Israel in Lebanon.
In these cases it was proved that military intervention alone
was not enough, because the problems encompassed social,
ethnic, and religious aspects beside which the military gains
paled into insignificance.
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Intervention which advocates several objectives simul-
taneously, as in Greece, has a far greater chance of succeeding
than intervention confined solely to the military level, as was
American intervention in China. The Greek case also contradicts
Neal Macfarle,ne's assumption concerning the non-viability of
intervention, as narrowly defined by him. Assuming that the
objective of the Truman Doctrine was to save Greece from
communism, its success was complete. Kenneth Waltz, cited by
Macfarlene as having rejected the thesis that by intervening
foreigners can solve the internal problems of other nations, can
find no support for this assumption either. The United States
did a great deal to solve Greece's internal problems, operating
on the simple principle of contending simultaneously with the
country's military and civilian problems. The power of the United
States and the relatively small size of Greece and its problems
constituted the recipe for success."

In several post-World War II cases, foreign intervention in
internal conflicts developed into traumatic international wars
as in Korea and Vietnam. (This was also true of the civil war
in Spain: Foreign intervention of the great powers was seen as
a rehearsal for the Second World War.) In the cases of Greece
and China this was averted. American intervention failed to
generate intervention by another power and in this respect their
actions can be regarded as prudent, even successful. This may
have been so because they intervened in every way save the actual
dispatch of troops (although there are scholars who consider
the deployment of soldiers or agents as the only way to define
intervention)." The intelligent use Washington made of the
military observers of the U.N. Special Committee on the Bal-
kans in Greece, using them rather than American soldiers, served
to keep Soviet response to a minimum. The alternative—Ameri-
can soldiers in Greece and, subsequently, the U.S.S.R. being
forced to involve itself on a similar level—was not attractive."

This last phenomenon is linked to a much larger dimen-
sion. The post-World War II period is characterized by a con-
flict, in which the "global village" and the high level of com-
munications increase the amount of foreign intervention in civil
wars, yet at the same time there exists a clear tendency to limit
the global implications of these wars. The worldwide implica-
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dons of the civil wars in Russia and Spain, for example, have
no parallel in the wars that broke out after 1945. There are
several reasons for this anomaly. Fearing a total nuclear erup-
tion, the Soviet Union and the United States strove to localize
internal conflicts, and the growing dependency of their clients
helped to achieve this aim. The decline in the number of powers
with the ability to intervene in local conflicts (to the extent
of causing havoc in the international system) have also con-
tributed to the localization of internal wars. Ten powers existed
before the Second World War, but only two survived it. Similarly,
the interests of the U.S. and the Soviet Union to preserve the bi-
polar division should be compared with the declared policies
of various World War I powers to change the status quo and
to use internal conflicts to pursue their goals. In their efforts
to avoid a major conflagration as a result of civil wars, the great
powers were helped by the United Nations (in the Congo and
Cyprus, for example). This is in stark contrast to the impotence
exhibited by the League of Nations when dealing with similar
cases. Geography has also contributed its share. The last European
civil war erupted in the late 1940s in Greece. From then on,
aggressive internal conflicts erupted in places peripheral to
Europe—Lebanon and Cyprus; or in far away and remote places—
China, Afghanistan or East Asia, Africa, and South America.
The latest events in Yugoslavia emphasize this difference and
the concern it causes. Of likewise influence is the historic,
traumatic memory accumulated as a result of the two World
Wars and their direct link to internal wars. This has an effective
deterring influence: People tend to mind their own business and
are reluctant to involve themselves in other peoples' troubles.
The International Brigade in the Spanish civil war did not re-
peat itself after 1945; neither does there exist a parallel for
Hehingway's "For Whom the Bell Tolls."

Theoretically, the wars in Greece and China both fall into
James Rosenau's category of "structural wars," i.e., wars which
seek to alter society, the regime, and the decision-making echelons.
The end results of both were similar in that no compromise was
possible: There was a clear-cut victory for the rebels (in China)
and for the government (in Greece). A disengagement of
forces, „a de facto division of territory, or any kind of agree-
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ment between them (as propounded by George Modelski in his
discussion of the settlement of civil wars), was inapplicable in
both cases: Chiang Kai-shek fled to Taiwan, and the Greek com-
munists were scattered to every corner of Eastern Europe. Polit-
ically, as structural wars, both produced international repercus-
sions which reverberated for many years afterwards: Greece was
the cradle of the Cold War in the guise of the Truman Doctrine,
and China became another communist superpower."

China and Greece: Mirror Images

What are the main lessons to be learnt from the internal
conflicts in China and Greece? First of all, in both of them
the social aspect prevailed, but social protest needs to make a
quantum leap in its magnitude in order to become a genuine
uprising. This happened in China but not in Greece.

Secondly, ideology and internal processes lay behind the
civil wars in China and Greece, but not in equal parts. In China
there was an ideological framework around a severe social prob-
lem. In Greece the social issues did not justify the radical ideo-
logical framework. Ideology exacerbates civil wars once they are
in motion, and serves to protract them, but it is doubtful whether
they can cause well-fed, contented people to start killing one
another. It is also doubtful whether ideology alone can deter-
mine their outcome.

The central factor which determined the success of the
communist forces in China was internal, notably, the condition
and role of the peasantry; in Greece the peasantry was recalcitrant,
often hostile to the communists. About 88 percent of the Greek
peasantry owned the land that they worked and enjoyed gov-
ernment subsidies for their crops. Less than 40 percent of the
Chinese peasants owned their land but even many of those who
did were, like the majority of landless peasants, worse off in
every respect than their ancestors had been five hundred years
before." For the Greek peasants, revolution was not necessarily
the answer, either to their problems or their dreams. For the
Chinese, only a radical restructuring of society could offer them
any hope for the morrow.
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The central factor which assured communist defeat in Greece
was external, notably, American intervention; in China, Ameri-
can intervention was totally ineffective. Truman invested some
six billion dollars in bolstering Chiang Kai-shek's military ma-
chine in China. Perhaps the dispatch of two million American
soldiers might have turned the tide, but that was out of the
question and American aid ultimately made no difference. The
massive American aid which was poured into Greece under the
terms of the Truman Doctrine was, short of the dispatch of
soldiers, akin to the complete colonization of the country. Its
effectiveness was decisive in both the military and the civilian
arenas.

As for secondary factors, in Greece the communist leader-
ship followed orthodox Marxist doctrine; in China, Mao Tse-
tung turned the principles of Marxism upside down. In Greece,
geography (small size and European location) worked against
communist success; in China, geography (its vast size and re-
moteness from the hub of the Western world) was one of the
revolution's greatest assets. In Greece, the transition from guer-
rilla to conventional warfare proved disastrous; in China, the
transition inflicted the coup de grace on the government forces.
In Greece, once the Germans had been defeated, types of local
nationalism reared their ugly heads; in China, the struggle
against the Japanese provided the vast majority of the Chinese
with a nationalist orientation for the first time in their history.

The civil wars in Greece and China may appear at first
glance to have much in common, but a thorough examination
shows them, in fact, to be mirror images of each other.
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Mikis and Manos:
A Tale of Two Composers

by NICHOLAS PAPANDREOU

In the fall of 1960 Columbia Recordings of Greece released
Epitaphios (Epitaph), composed and conducted by Mikis Theo-
dorakis, based on a poem written by Greece's "communist" poet
Yannis Ritsos. Mikis Theodorakis had not yet achieved the in-
ternational acclaim that his scoring of the films "Zorba the
Greek," "Z," "The Ballad of Mauthausen," and Neruda's "Canto
General" would bring him a few years later, but this piece
earned him instant fame within Greece, for it exploded onto the
Greek cultural scene with tremendous force. Within weeks
Epitaphios swept the country, broke sales records and stunned
producers and musicians with its success. From Kolonaki to
Kokkinia, the streets resonated with the music—blaring from tinny
radios in taxis, sung by university students, played in clubs, and
danced to in taverns. Though the music was different from any-
thing the country had heard until then it was immediately
recognizable as authentically Greek, for while it broke from
tradition it was clearly an extension of it. As Mikis himself said,
"With Epitaphios I succeeded in composing a music which the
people had already heard, but only in their imagination."' The
thirty-five year old composer's startling piece redefined Greek
music and culture, and shaped the temper and spirit of modern
Greece.

Yet in Greece it is too much to expect anything to be born
into the world pure, in a natural state, untainted by the bile of

NICHOLAS PAPANDREOU is a consultant to the World Bank and he is
working on a book of essays on major cultural and political figures
of post-war Greece.
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politics. The gods and goddesses always remind the Greeks of
their mortality, especially when they create immortal works. Mikis
Theodorakis' very own Epitaphios had already hit the streets of
Athens three weeks earlier with a release from Fidelidy Records.
This happened because two years earlier Mikis had sent his scor-
ing for Epitaphios to another composer, Manos Hadjidakis, who
then recorded the composition according to his own sensibilities,
with Mikis' full approval. Mikis disliked Manos' Fidelity version
and in response immediately recorded a new version with Colum-
bia. The almost simultaneous release of two distinct recordings
of the most radical and powerful music modern Greece had yet
heard signaled the beginning of a rivalry between the two com-
posers—a rivalrly which grew more intense over the years and
which echoed two different visions of modern Greece—visions
which each composer symbolized to their supporters, visions
which continue to divide the country to this day.

The two visions of Greece: One, a progressive though amor-
phous populism with socialist roots, representing a nationalist
and sometimes strident "Greece-first" philosophy; the other, a
conservative statism with authoritarian overtones, advocating a
"lets-not-rock-the-Western-boat" philosophy, are as different as
the composers themselves. Mikis is a tall imposing man, with
stand-up hair and an impressive nose; Manos is short and over-
weight, with sad puppy-dog eyes and jowly cheeks, and is today
no longer afraid to hide his homosexuality. The image of him-
self that Theodorakis continues to promote is invariably that of
the artiste engagee or the political leader. Pictures in his books
show him being carried on the shoulders of supporters, over-
whelmed by well-wishers at the airport, or surrounded by im-
portant foreign politicians. The classic shot shows him conduct-
ing an orchestra before thousands of people in a soccer stadium.
His thick locks of black hair droop over his forehead, his eyes
are closed in ecstatic concentration, his body is all energy and
command, and with one arm stretched up dramatically, the other
extended horizontally, he is the ever-virile maestro. Behind him,
a sea of blurred faces—the masses themselves listening to "their"
composer. In contrast, pictures of Manos show a man in the
comfortable company of poets, playwrights, and friends, garbed
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in baggy pants, loafers and a khaki shirt which expands over his
portly stomach.

Like the appearance, the substance behind it has elements
of truth and illusion. By 1960 Mikis had already been arrested and
jailed many times, and was better known for his activism than
for his music: At the age of sixteen he had written the partisan
anthem of resistance against the Germans; in the early 1950s the
conservative regime had exiled him to the notorious island of
Leros to which the colonels would return him in 1967; through-
out the 1950s he wrote numerous articles concerning the need to
create "art for the masses," a dangerous agenda in a century
littered with bad art serving "good" politics? He wrote that
Greece needs art which springs from the popular struggle and
from living—modern Greek poetry. His emphasis on authenticity
and the search for Greek roots appealed to the anti-Western
sentiment of the left. His proletarian affinities are clear: "Now
the simple people, the working, struggling people need a com-
plete artistic work through which they can express their per-
sonality, which is that of poet and fighter. The spiritual base of
the popular songs is Poetry — Struggle — Music."3 Mikis has
always seen himself as a leader and not a follower, as a member
of the vanguard of the working class. His quest for leadership
has led him along a path of political compromise reminiscent
of the ancient Alcibiades, "whose conduct displayed many great
inconsistencies and variations," but unfortunately for Theodora-
kis, with far less success than that Greek political magician.4
From being a vocal communist, in the last thirty odd years, Mikis
served in some form in all the major political parties. Most re-
cently and most surprisingly, between 1989 and 1991, he served
as Minister without Portfolio in the conservative party, a party
whose roots lie in the repressive regimes of the 1950s which in-
carcerated him?

In contrast, Manos was never arrested for his political sym-
pathies; his music has been criticized as being too Western and
too feminine. In 1960 Manos Hadjidakis was Greece's most
famous composer: He had just received an Oscar for the music
to the movie "Never on Sunday," starring Melina Mercouri. For
all his allegedly pro-Western leanings, in the 1950s he was respon-
sible for a return to Greek roots because he succeeded in single-
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handedly reviving rebetiko music, Greece's equivalent of the blues.
Manos had also scored music for dozens of Greek movies and
had co-founded the country's only modern folk dance troupe. In
sharp contrast to Mikis, Manos believes that "your own songs
will emerge from your dreams and feelings and not from the
local party office."° He quotes George Brassens that, "life in
the apartment, class struggle, are all very interesting. But they
do not become songs."7

Nowhere are the distinctions between the two composers
more apparent than in the dawn of their rivalry. For Epitaphios,
where Mikis' composition demanded a strong male voice, Manos
substituted the as yet unknown semi-operatic female voice of
Nana Mouskouri; where Mikis called for bouzouki, Manos
brought in an orchestra; where Mikis required hard, driven sounds,
Manos softened them, made them more lyrical and classical.
Mikis' version relied heavily on the "reviled" stringed instru-
ment, the bouzouki, and Ritsos' words were sung by a throaty
male singer, Bithikotsis. In the words of a music critic who, al-
though writing for the communist newspaper, was sharply critical
of the communist composer:

Hadjidakis abandoned the composer's (i.e. Theodora-
kis') indication that the music be played by bouzouki
alone, and instead chose a discreet instrumental accom-
paniment. One smells the perfume, the lightness and
even the depth of the popular song which does not
betray the musical conception but sustains its ecstasy
and poetic urge.°

At first the presence of the two recordings did little to detract
from their success, since they both continued to co-exist at the
top of the charts. Soon their differences became the subject of
newspaper articles analyzing the definition of "Greekness" and
aesthetic sensibility in Greek music. Does Greece belong to the
East or to the West? Does Manos' lyricism respect Ritsos' poetry
more than Mikis' ? Is Mikis' version authentically Greek? What
is authentic in a culture that has roots in Byzantium, Ottoman
rule and Frankish invasions? Is the bouzouki a proper instrument
for poetry? By December 1960, a few months after the release
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of both records, the situation had become so charged that a news-
paper wrote about the "minor civil war that threatens to break
out over the two versions, with struggle committees springing up
all over the city."9 A student union sponsored discussions be-
tween both composers after playing each version and then put
the matter of which version was best to a vote. Mikis Theodo-
raids' version won that vote. But politics and not student votes
would ultimately decide the issue.

The openly revolutionary message of the poetry and Theodo-
raids' political activism began to divide the audience between those
who supported Mikis and those who didn't. Mikis' version be-
came a rallying point for progressive gatherings and anti-govern-
ment demonstrations. Soon, at least in terms of sales, Mikie
version was winning the battle. Of that period, Manos Hadjida-
kis, thirty years later still apparently unreconciled about his lesser
commercial success, recounts:

Theodorakis wanted to lie down on the Procrustean
bed of the popular song and of course he succeeded
because of Bithikotsis' voice. The public, the leftists,
preferred his Epitaphios while others, the bourgeoisie,
preferred my version with Mouskouri. The former saw
the music as an epic, the latter saw it emotionally. Both
versions complete the work and the poetry . . . The
leftists would have preferred his music regardless."

Theodorakis added oil to the fire by writing articles de-
fending the Greekness of his music; whenever he had the chance
he gave speeches about the need for art for the masses. He be-
gan a tour of the countryside to play his music, a countryside
whose Civil War (1946-1949) wounds had still not healed.
The government tried to contain his activities and in some cases
that resulted in violence when the local police tried to stop his per-
formances. This served only to make his music more popular. Soon
the question of aesthetics was overshadowed by politics. In con-
trast to Mikis—the vocal agitator for the forces of change and
progress—Manos' silence on political issues, for many, and in
particular his detractors, meant that he was on the side of the
privileged and the elite of Greece. Without the unavoidable
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standard set by Mikis, the artiste engagee par excellence, per-
haps Manos would have escaped the label of being a repre-
sentative of the establishment. As it was, music became an
expression of political sympathies, and progressives began to
listen to Theodorakis to the exclusion of Hadjidakis, while
conservatives did the opposite. Until very recently, one could
infer the political sensibilities of most Greeks through their
record collection and their expressions (grimaces, hands covering
the face, passionate applause) when hearing music of either
composer.

Yet none of this answers the question as to why the music
was so resoundingly powerful. Why did it capture the imagina-
tion of the Greeks so forcefully? The music alone could not
have been so passionately held, could not have spoken directly
to the heart, if it had not relied on the power of Ritsos' revolu-
tionary call to arms. The poem deserves attention, for it goes
far in explaining the instant success of Epitaphios. Yannis Ritsos,
recipient of the Lenin prize, a friend of Aragon, Hikmet and
Ehrenburg (and who is usually compared to Chile's Pablo Ne-
ruda), had written his epic poem Epitaphios in 1936, inspired by
a picture in a newspaper of a mother mourning her dead son,
slain in a strike in the city of Thessaloniki. Like folk art, the
poem is austere, simple, and accessible to all. In his early years,
the ones during which he wrote Epitaphios, Ritsos was going
through a phase in which he wished to speak directly to his audi-
ence, an audience Ritsos presumed to belong to the working
class and therefore to be revolutionary by nature. (Later, of
course, his poetry becomes less transparent, less didactic, more
personal and ultimately more powerful.)

The Epitaphios resonates with history and draws power from
the Christian mythology of resurrection and the mother-son sym-
bology. The poem relies on the traditional couplet for mourning
and lament and so taps into the country's natural linguistic
rhythm for pain and suffering. Ritsos wrote his poem in the
iambic pentameter. This is the heart of most Greek rhyme, used
by Greek poets as far back as six hundred years ago and by Solomos,
the father of modern Greek language, over two hundred years
ago. Such a beat emerges automatically from the Greek lan-
guage. The iambic pentameter has come down to the people
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through the ages and hat been the natural medium for all kinds
of poetry, heroic, epic, ballad, erotic or mournful. As Rick Newton
put it in the prologue to his translation of Epitaphios, "in echo-
ing the Byzantine Epitaphios mourning, secular funeral songs,
and the message of the Greek National Anthem, Ritsos not only
touches the hearts of his reader but also raises their spirit."u

Because of its length, its uneven quality and its overtly
political message, the poem or excerpts from it are rarely in-
cluded in poetry anthologies, yet in its strongest moments it
transcends the banal and propagandistic. Ritsos was too good a
poet even at his most didactic. In the poem we find the mother
mourning her dead son. Yet the mother's sense of desperation
soon gives way to optimism when she decides to continue her
son's struggle, an optimism the Greek thirsted for after years
of oppressive conservative rule. The first verse that Theodorakis
chose to score begins: "A day in May you left me/a day in May
I lose you," and the poem ends on the steady note of continued
struggle with the following couplet: "My son, I'm going to your
brothers and sisters and adding my rage/I've taken your rifle.
Sleep my sweet child." This ending is strongly reminiscent of a
Greek folk song, "Kitsos' Mother," about a young Greek revolu-
tionary being led to his death through his village by the Turks.
When his mother sees him as he and the remaining prisoners
march by, she tells him to stop complaining, to hand over the
belt of bullets slung across his chest and to tell her where he's
hidden his rifle.

Greece of the 1960s had little time for Manos Hadjidakis'
lyrical, "perfumed" music but preferred the revolutionary words
of Ritsos. The poem expressed the demand for social reform, a
natural enough demand after the bloody civil war in the 1940s
and the ten hard years of McCarthy-type oppression, exile and
political assassinations that followed. The rural populations had
recently moved into the working-class neighborhoods of Athens
and were becoming more politically aggressive, while the stu-
dents in the universities were eager to vent their growing
frustration with the conservative and anti-populist regime. But
what lent extraordinary power to the poem was the music itself—
the hard, haunting melodies of Mikis Theodorakie composition,
the natural rhythm of the music, the hoarse voice of the im-
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mortal Bithikotsis and the driven notes of the bouzouki, played
by the greatest bouzouki player of all time.

Theodorakis chose for his bouzouki player a man from an
earlier era, Manolis Chiotis, whose ability on the instrument—a
cross between a balalaika and a mandolin—is considered unsur-
passed in this century. Chiotis was influenced by the disappearing
group of musicians known as "rebetes," rebel musicians of a
previous era who had never been involved in politics or ever
achieved the status of musical stars—for they lived in obscurity
and poverty, and played for the night-world of hash smokers
and petty criminals. Chiotis actually belongs to the group of
musicians known as the "archonto -rebetes," who played a more
upscale and "dignified" form of rebetiko. Now, for the first
time, a member with rebetiko roots was called upon to serve a
powerful poem with revolutionary content. Theodorakis succeeded
in linking the old and dying world of the rebetes to the new
world of politics, and it seemed as if for once the apolitical
rebetes had found a voice. The actual voice on the record is that
of Bithikotsis, whom Theodorakis had met him in exile. His
voice is strong and masculine, recalling the fallen workers
of 1936 and the long list of victims that followed, those that
fell in the Civil War or were exiled to the islands. Theodorakis,
ever politically aware, always on the side of the proletariat,
wrote that he chose Bithikotsis for his "common man's" voice,
"the voice you hear in the streets, the voice of the construction
worker, the chauffeur, the man singing for the joy of singing."12
About his inspiration for that piece Mikis writes:

. .. as soon as I read his (Ritsos') poems, I began writ-
ing songs spontaneously, without effort. And the music
appeared as you have heard it. Popular. 'Why? It sprang
from the need to respect Ritsos' poetry."

Theodorakis, for all his political pronouncements, still main-
tained enough of his artistic brio and independence to allow
politics to inspire rather than command and consume him.
Theodorakis was obliged to respect the built-in rhythms and
resonances of Ritsos' iambic pentameter. Theodorakis based a
number of the songs on the traditional "zembekiko," the tough
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guy's lament, the music which is danced by a male, alone on
the dance floor in slow, clumsy movements. The zembekiko com-
bines words, music, and movement to produce a marvelous unity.
The rhythm of the zembekiko is nine-eighths (9/8). 'Theodo-
rakis writes:

The 9/8 rhythm which characterizes the zembekiko was
born from the iambic pentameter (fifteen syllable)
but when• I wrote the music I was not aware of that.
So how did I turn towards the zembekiko? When I
began writing songs seven and eight (of eight) I scored
the melodies •to a unifying beat of 2/8, yet I knew
something was missing. It is simple and let me explain
it: Every melodic phrase, based on each of Ritsos'
couplets, took 4 metres of 2/8 each. In other words
2/8+2/8+2/8+2/8, yet the final beat on the last
2/8 was short, quick and without fullness. So I added
a fifth metre of 2/8 to enlarge the ending. But now
the ending seemed larger than it should have been. It
was redundant. And suddenly I saw the solution, the
truth lay somewhere between the 2 and 4, in other
words, 3. The true rhythm had to be 2/8+2/8+2/8
+3/8. This was the zembekiko! My melody, influenced
by our popular music, carried organically within it the
popular rhythm. This is the truth."

Mikis Theodorakis was obliged to discover that what he initially
thought to be a new beat, turned out to be-the zembekiko rhythm
played by the rebetes. Rebetiko music (zembekiko is a subset)
is often considered Eastern, influenced as it is by Arabic, Slavic,
Armenian, and Turkish music, and it relies heavily on the bou-
zouki. The rebetiko voice is invariably hoarse, heavy, and dec-
adent, dragging out the mournful syllables in extended notes.
Like rebetiko music, a number of the eight songs on Epitaphios
begin with improvised bouzouki leads, usually in minor notes,
echoing melancholy and loss, but unlike the fatalistic determinism
of the rebetiko, Theodorakis' bouzouki is hopeful and optimistic,
replete with major chords sounding the cheer of the continued
struggle, of triumph and persistence. From the outset, the sound
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of Theodorakis' bouzouki is less Eastern and more driven; more
certain, more haunting. The bouzouki solos complete the voice
rather than compete against it, and serve as advance warning for
the vocals.

The eight songs draw from the music which Mikis had been
studying in Paris in the late 1950s: the mourning songs of Mani,
the Zakynthean ballad, the Cretan dirge, the Aegean island mu-
sic, Byzantine church psalms, thus plumbing the Greek "collec-
tive unconscious." These forms coalesced and merged into a
radically new form which both respected Greek tradition and
transcended it.

Yet, without Manos, Mikis may not have been able to even
imagine his composition, for, in the words of Melina Mercouri,
"It was Manos that made us listen to the bouzould."" It was
Manos who in the 1950s was responsible for focusing attention
on traditional Greek music. He single-handedly revived the dying
rebetiko, the same rebetiko which Mikis would listen to in his
late twenties and early thirties.

By the late 1940s the establishment had succeeded in os-
tracizing the rebetiko and its musicians, the rebetes, from "good"
Greek society. The subject matter of rebetiko songs was slightly
subversive, for it spoke of poverty and the crushing weight of an
unfair society. The music did not have the overtly political char-
acter that Theodorakis would bring to it in the 1960s. Precisely
because the bouzouki was played by shadowy night-people before
an equally illicit clientele, the instrument itself became associated
with illegal activity. The rebetiko music forged a dividing line
between the Greece of last names and easy bank credit on the
one side, and the anonymous and the oppressed on the other.
A man carrying a bottzouki in the late 1940s stood a strong
chance of -being stopped by the police and questioned about his
habits. Yet the Greek working class had already taken the bou-
zottki into its heart, ignoring the ministrations and admonitions
of the right, whose ruling class set the example by avoiding such
places, and the communist party of Greece, which had forbidden
its members to listen and dance to rebetiko music, in jail or out-
side it." A communist member was supposed to uphold the
rigorous moral life of a Christian proselytizer, abjuring swearing,
singing and above all rebetiko, a cultural fascism by which so
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many communist parties have So glibly destroyed the few remain-
ing pleasures of their stalwart members.

In 1949, at the height of some of the most bloody battles
of the Civil War, Manos Hadjidakis gave a lecture on Greek
music in Athens. The lecture was attended by all of "high"
Greek society, for Hadjidakis had already made a name for him-
self through his rendition of Garcia Lorca's "Blood Wedding"
(1947), and from music for movies and plays written by Ten-
nessee Williams and Bernard Shaw. Yet, something of an upstart
himself, Manos had invited two of the most important rebetiko
players to his lecture, Vamvakaris and Tsitsanis. 'The two wild
men sitting up at the front," Manos said to the aristocracy of
Athens at one point by way of introduction, "are the Bach and
Beethoven of Greek folk music."" The establishment was both
excited and scandalized when it realized it was in the presence
of such notoriously underworld musicians. In one stroke Manos
became the rebetiko's midwife and forced the establishment to
adopt this bastard child. Besides legitimizing the musical outcasts,
Manos further contributed to the revival of the rebetiko by pro-
ducing new and excellent rebetiko music himself. The imported
music of the 1950s, the mambos, bossa-novas, and Italian melodies
were soon pushed aside. Greeks were finally listening and ap-
preciating their own music, even if they were still not producing
"new" music.

Yet by the mid-1950s, as the country grew more prosperous,
the bouzouki and the rebetiko music moved upscale, out of the
hash-dens of the working class districts and into clubs like the
Copacabana at Constitution Square, which tourists would pack
into after a tour of the Acropolis, a bite of souvlaki in the old
town of Plaka and a sip of retsina at a tavern. Plate smashing,
glass throwing, and acrobatic dancing became part of the package.
Soon the electric bouzouki made its appearance and sounds be-
came louder and more commercial. The rebetiko, which many
believe began as the authentic voice of a wounded Greece
struggling to shake the Ottoman yoke, and which in the 1940s
represented the artistic expression for those living on the edge
of respectability, was now called upon to entertain the nouveau
riche and the tourist, while the same aristocracy that had once
scorned it now applauded and danced to its every note. By the
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late 1950s, the rebetiko craze reached its peak. Every aspiring
composer tried his or her hand at the rebetiko form; every two-
bit singer crooned its tunes, and every tourist went to sleep with
the electric bouzouki buzzing in his ouzo-filled head. Finally,
fast money succeeded in twisting it out of shape. Perhaps this is
why Manos, ten years later, was already denying any interest in
rebetiko. "Once the rebetiko became insufferably legitimate," he
said in an interview, "I denounced my relationship to it with
disgust."19 The period of the rebetiko's greatest success, the late
1950s, signaled its death.

In actuality the death of the rebetiko represented the passing
of an era in Greece. The conditions of poverty and escape which
the rebetiko addressed had disappeared as Greeks grew wealthier.
But for Mikis the important thing was not that rebetiko was
dead but that its death brought no renewal; no composer seemed
capable of picking up the baton where Manos had dropped it.
A few months before the release of Manos' version of his music,
he wrote that Greek music had reached its "zero hour" and was
ready for something different, something new. This something
new turned out to be Epitaphios, a piece which resolved the cul-
tural impasse and told the Greek that he could be Greek and
more beyond tradition and create something new. Gerrard Pierrat,
a French student of modern Greek culture, wrote that "with this
music hope reappeared from an unexpected corner, for its existence
proclaimed the good news that once again everything was pos-
sible."19

It was not as if Mikis alone had recognized the cultural
impasse of the 1950s. For Manos the idolization of Greece's
classical past and the unqualified acceptance of modern Greek
tradition were dangerous illusions that allowed bad art to be
placed next to good. This was the art which encouraged dressing
the Greek in 1800s evzone garb complete with pom-poms, or in
European sailor dress, the art which had everybody imitating Lord
Byron or Kolokotronis and parading them around Constitution
Square to be photographed by the tourists. Manos was tired of
the attitude that one's father's habits or one's "Greek" peculiari-
ties were something to be preserved and made sacred. He was
tired of the "kitdmess" of modern Greek culture, a situation
which he unwittingly reinforced with the revival of the rebetiko.
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Manos was interested in his own "Greekness" only to the ex-
tent that it expressed something inimitable and natural in his
person; he didn't want to search it out, plumb its depths and
lift it up for all to behold.

This dilemma is not unknown to the modern Greek. Ritsos
himself addressed the Greek's quest to escape the pitfalls of
blind allegiance to tradition and incurable romanticizing of the
past. "In the Ruins of an Ancient Temple," he writes (translated
by Edmund Keeley):

The museum guard was smoking in front of the sheepfold.
The sheep were grazing among the marble ruins.

and later
... A woman
spread her washed clothing on the shrubs and the statues—
she spread her husband's underpants on Hera's shoulders."

Perhaps this is the proper attitude of the Greek towards his
heredity. It is this desire to transcend the past, to avoid a con-
tinual "search for roots," that Manos responds to in his music.

This tension between a transcendent and continually re-
newable culture, and the manner through which artists will
regenerate their culture is what unites and distinguishes Mikis
and Manos. They are both aware of the pitfalls of relying on
the past; however their interpretation of the past and their vision
of the future is different. Their philosophies can be summed up
by Pablo Neruda in a poem entitled "Explico Algunas Cosas,"
in which Neruda, moving as he grew older in the opposite direc-
tion to Ritsos, explains once and for all why he abandoned
the personal "I-based" poetry to the more political and revolu-
tionary:

You will ask: And where are the lilacs?
And the metaphysics petalled with poppies?
... come see the blood in the streets
come see
the blood in the streets
come see the blood
in the streets.
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M• anos is for the lilacs and poppies; Mikis for the streets. Though
these two tendencies are not mutually incompatible and can re-
side simultaneously in the spirit of each composer, they represent
a different philosophical outlook on life. Ever sympathetic to
the masses, Mikis tried to create a music along which the people
could forge a national consensus, and he was very conscious of
his success in doing so. If Manos had a mission, it was to avoid
any sense of mission; it was to avoid searching for an authentic
Greek music; it was to escape the self-referential images of
Greece. Manos de-emphasizes the message of a song. In an in-
terview, he said:

When words come in contact with what we call music,
they faint, lie down and surrender, they lose their
natural energy, their movement and life. And then
the adventure of the melody begins. The words come
alive again, dusted off, naked, fresh, and transformed
when hung upon the five lines of the scoresheet.21

Not only is Manos' music more melodic and lyrical, but his con-
ceptual approach to the role of poetry in music is radically dif-
ferent than Mikis'. For Mikis it appears that the music serves the
words and enlarges the message, like a large neon sign blazing
above the Acropolis. For Manos the words serve the melody.
At the dawn of his career he wrote music for the poetry of M.
Sachtouris. One of these tells of a sailor walking on the moon
and his girl singing to reach him but the song never gets to the
moon. Another is about a boatman who goes from harbor to
harbor but never wants to throw an anchor at any of them.
"The melodization of these was natural," Hadjida.kis says, "they
touched me."22 Manos sees music in the words while Mikis sees
words in the music. Manos revived Greek music; Mikis renewed
and extended it.

Finally the successes of these two composers has much to
do with the homogeneity of Greek culture. The composers were
able to write from "inside" Greek culture, because as Greeks they
both understood traditional Greek music, the church hymn and
the demotic songs, but they were also able to stand above their
culture and consciously create music from the "outside," as
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clasically-trained composers. Blues music, often compared to
rebetiko, was born at the turn of the century from a culture of
a race burdened with four-hundred years of slavery and racism;
this music can only be written from the inside—can a white really
create soul or sing the blues? Yet in Greece, Mikis and Manos
could consciously analyze rebetiko music, then imitate and ex-
tend it. This is what allowed someone with the musical sophis-
tication of Manos Hadjidakis to copy someone like Tsitsanis, a
man who created music but could neither read nor write a note
of music himself, and this is what allowed Mikis to assert boldly
at the dawn of his career that he intended to create music for the
people and then sit down at his desk in Paris one night and do
just that.

Though Mikis receives full credit for the renewal of Greek
music, Manos was the first to understand its potency, though he
himself could not harness it. Manos infused the rebetiko with
reserve and melancholy and in •his hands the rebetiko becomes
music for dancing and wine-filled evenings. As Melina Mercouri
once said, "When I listen to the music of Mikis I am thrilled,
when I listen to the music of Manos, I am seduced."23 Mikis'
music can be listened to only on special occasions for it brings
back memories, it demands attention, it is too powerful and
emotionally loaded. The radio cannot lightly play "A Day in
May I Lose You" without a reason, without attaching a program
to his music, nor can it play the driven music of "Z" without re-
calling the assassinated leader Gregorios Lambrakis, or play the
haunting "Ballad of Mauthausen" sung by Maria Farandouri
without recalling concentration camps. As for his "Zorba the
Greek," a soundtrack which practically defines the Greek soul
for the rest of the world, it has become so laden with images
of Anthony Quinn, of tourists drinking ouzo and taverna owners
dancing that it is scorned by the youth as well as the working
classes and so receives far less play than it deserves. "Canto
General" is hard to listen to at all. In the Greece of today, a
Greece which is increasingly tired of politics, even beautiful
music is avoided if it stirs up too many emotions. Manos' music
stirs up no such memories and today is enjoying something of a
revival; recently he released a two-album collection of the best of
his old songs, called characteristically "Manos Hadjidakis in the
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Roman Forum, 1947-1985" and its gentle melodies are played
everywhere and seem to soothe the embittered and politically
torn country like a balm. Mikis on the other hand was most
recently seen and heard in Barcelona, where he conducted a
powerful piece of music from his Romiosini to the thousands at-
tending the opening night of the 1992 Olympics.

Besides promoting new musicians, today Manos continues
to compose wonderful music. His recent "Ballad of the Senses"
is of the same high quality as his early work. Throughout his life,
he appears to have remained faithful to his principles. These,
though never clearly defined, could loosely be characterized as a
blend of anarchism and conservatism. Perhaps this life-long con-
sistency in his values explains why his work continues to reflect
both creativity and originality.

Mikis has abandoned music altogether: He no longer finds
the title of Greece's greatest composer sufficient but seems in-
tent on adding to it the moniker of Greece's greatest politician.
In this quest he has served as a member of all the political parties,
the right, the communists, and the socialists, and these peregrina-
tions have lowered the public's esteem of him. About Mikis, the
Greek says, "We love his music; we don't want to hear about his
politics." And perhaps that is the way it should be.

Ritsos rewrote Epitaphios in 1948, twelve years after the
original, as if he needed to mourn the dead son in a more personal
and less political form, as if his original had not done justice
to the situation. In 1953 he wrote against conscripted art in his
"Goodbye, Vladimir Mayakovsky" where he said you strangled
in your own throat your most personal voice." Theodorakis too,
it seems, strangled his art for politics and Greece is worse off
for it. Manos got tangled up in politics without wanting to,
merely because he did Mikis the favor of recording Epitaphios,
per his request, albeit with alterations that proved significant.
When Manos received Mikis' composition, he too had been
working on putting to music a poem entitled Epitaphios, written
by another Greek poet, Varvitsiotis. In his own words:

I had barely finished comprising my Epitaphios when I
received Mikis' score. If I had produced it right after
Theodorakis no one would believe it was a coincidence.
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Even though my music had nothing to do with Mikis',
nor was my poetry Ritsos' poetry, all would think I
wanted to copy the reputation of Theodorakis' Epita-
pnios and so I put it off indefinitely."

Manos himself is thinking of recording his old Epitaphios some-
time in the near future. Today Manos speaks of Mikis with
both ironic detachment and a certain guarded jealousy. He re-
cently told an interviewer:

Don't you know Theodorakis ? He wanted the people.
When "the people" supporting him to go from fifty
thousand to forty-nine thousand, he gathers up his things
and flees to Paris, where he grows desperate and lonely;
whereas I remain satisfied with my three thousand. And
my three thousand will never become two thousand
and nine hundred; three thousand one hundred yes.25

Of course Manos is being ironic when he limits his "people" to
three thousand. He is admired in Greece and abroad. What Greek
hasn't been stirred by "The Ballad of Senses," the "Fifteen Ves-
pers," and what foreigner is unaware of "Never on Sunday"?

Psolific as usual and unsatisfied with both the Mikis' and
Manos' versions, Mikis has already recorded a third version, sung
by Mary Linda, although copies do not appear to be widely
available. Gregarious, plethoric, and ravenous in his desire to
produce music, Mikis once wrote that if he really had occupied
himself "effectively" with Epitaphios, he could have written
"dozens of versions, hunting for the ideal which would not betray
the popular song but which would give it each time a new and
original flavor.""

Both Mikis and Manos cast a long shadow. Every Greek
has already felt the strength of their music. They know it can-
not be replaced by disco, lambaba or slam-dacing. They know
that the music of these two composers, like all Greek music,
lives on and interprets the Greek's deeper self. This time, the
new generation of composers, besides the nine-eighth notes, the
church hymnals, the Byzantine sounds, island music and secular
funeral dirges, have a deeper well of genius from which to draw
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inspiration, for Greek culture has been enriched by the music of
Mikis and Maims, and by Epitaphios, which still resonates with
the unfulfilled visions and dreams of the 1960s and recalls the
tortured path of modern Greek politics.
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Book Reviews

The Angels by REGINA PAGOULATOU. Translated by Apostolos
Athanasakis. Collages by Yanni Posnakoff. New York:
Pella Publishing Company, Inc., 1988. 77 pp. $15.00.

Recently it was my good fortune to read again the angelic
deeds of Pagoulatou's latest creation: "The Angels."

Following a long tradition of Cephallonian writers and
poets—Laskaratos, Markoras, etc.—seeking inspiration in things
divine, Pagoulatou gave us a new dimension of her thoughts and
talents.

"The Angels" is a collection of 23 poems, that might be
light in length, but quite heavy in content. Indeed, they constitute
one of the most thought provoking collections, I have read in
recent years. Living in the heart of the Greek diaspora, Astoria,
N. Y., and the largest Greek city of America, Pagoulatou could not
escape their gravitational forces. Both of these "centers"—con-
nected with an umbilical cord to the Ancient World—became the
sources of her inspiration.

With her head in Ancient Athens and Jerusalem, and her
soul in the New and especially the Third World, Pagoulatou
cannot help, but see and cry for what she sees. Most of her verses
express the contemporary agony and pain. The agony of a nuclear
holocaust, the agony of hunger and malnutrition in the Third
World, and the pain of loneliness, the pain of suffering, the
plague of drugs, hypocrisy and injustice in a world that should
have by now solved its century-old problems.

Regina agonizes over all these ills and as a cunning Cephal-
Ionian will even accept an invitation to "conspire" with the

ARISTOTLE MICHOPOULOS is Director of Greek Studies at Hellenic
College, Brookline, Massachusetts.
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angels for a better world—"We can conspire against exploita-
tion," she will explain. And the effort will be more than worth-
while, if that will save the young, the poor and suffering of
the world, whose:

(P. 43)

At another point, like another Jonas, she will defy the
divine, by saying to the Angels: "How do your public relations/
differ from those of Satan?" (p. 37). She will provoke them, so
that she can later win their cooperation to ransom the "disguised
hypocrisy" and

"tear its mask
to reveal it
before our
dread-filled eye."

Echoing the reverberations of the Old Testament (Psalms),
she will, then, proceed to sing hymns "with stringed instru-
ments and organs" to celebrate the victory of the good against
"the living presence of evil." (P. 37)

When her agony does not take worldwide dimensions, as
in Angel #8—where:

"The earth (is an)
island floating in an ocean
of hatred and poison" (p. 31)

or on Oppenheimer and the atom bomb, the "Star Wars" (p. 73)
and Martin Luther King (p. 47), it can be a localized voice of

"Tears drop from their eyes
in the shape of bread slices,
tears reflecting in their pearls
Cinderella's palace.
The snot runs down from their nostrils
like liquid antibiotic,
and sterilizes the needle
on their grubby sleeves."
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pain and concern. It will be the pain and concern for the drug
addicts of New York City or any big city, or it will be the cry
of "loneliness that has no nationality" (p. 25).

Within this trail of tears, this rough road of blood, sweat
and suffering, there are a few luminous spots of hope, of energy
gathering, of rest and inspiration. Among these few bright spots
the poetess will find the city of Los Angeles—where she will
philosophize and challenge again its Angels to open with their
keys,

"the door
of your (their) paradise
so that we may legally take
the model of its matrix (i.e. paradise's)
and, maybe,
perchance
become happy. ..." (p. 71)

—or a serene contemplation of time and the earth's timeless
existence, as in the following:

"But what is time?

A drop
in the Ocean of Eternity
where our actions sail,
finely-plumed hulls decked out with gorgons,
galleys, ocean liners ..." (p. 13)

But above everything else the most luminous place, will be
the place of her childhood, the place of her first love, her first
stirrings, the place so dear and tender in her heart. Echoing Ulys-
ses's verse in the Odyssey about "vOcrt Lvov (lap," i.e., the day
of his return to his native Ithaca, Regina asks the passerby, if
he passes by Ursa's neighborhood, to tell:

"that, at least, of all its stars
the last one must be kept lit.
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Somewhere to the Southeast of it
there is
a tiny little mirror
forever at play
with the Sun and the Mediterranean"

(i.e. Greece, p. 59)

Only such nostalgic, peaceful thoughts can turn the poetess'
attention to the small joys of life. Such joys that can come with
the spring and flowers, will make Regina—bringing to memory
my first reader in Latin and its first line "Regina rosas amat"—
rejoice saying:

"Some of the petals
knock on my window—
uninvited friends—
to tell me: 'The world is beautiful'

(p. 67)

The beauty, then, of the world, one might dare say, for Regina
lasts as long as the blossoming of the spring flowers—when:
"the rose will bloom / it then will fade, / so does the youth /
so does the fairest maid," to remember Shakespeare.

What, then, is, left for a concerned human being, for a
warrior of justice and peace to live for, to hope for and gather
strength and succor? Nothing else, but her roots! Her roots going
so far, as the tragedies of Sophocles, Euripides and Aeschylus.
That's where she summons us and her angels to gather around
her,

"as if in a chorus of ancient tragedy
grieving tragically
and crowned with your brilliant
and divine halos" (p. 77).

This high point of tragedy connected with "the atom bomb"
and "the wondrous gardens of Hiroshima," cannot but provoke
a classicist's mind to seek and see the connection of destruction
and construction. He immediately sees the plucking out of
Oedipus' eyes; he sees the loss of light, but he knows that behind
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the flow of blood and the inception of blindness, a new era be-
gins: the era of wisdom and the coming out of darkness. In a
similar fashion the blood and death of Hiroshima, brought the
awareness of the lethal power of the A-bomb and the wisdom of
preventing its repetition.

Regina, stirred by such subliminal and notable echoes, will
cautiously lay her trust only in one angel: Light!

"I believed in no one else
and made
no other angel,
save my own angel,
Light."

This light in very many colors, stark and subdued, soft and
sweet, inviting and provoking, is so vividly apparent in all the
exquisite paintings of Yanni Posnakoff, which accompany each
of Regina's poems.

Equally impressive is also the poems' rendition into English
by Apostolos Athanasakis, Professor of Classics at the University
of California, Santa Barbara.

In short, this rather small collection (77 pp.) constitutes "a
small but great world" to paraphrase Elytis' verse, to lovers of
poetry, philosophy and painting, of bilingual editions and real
treasure seekers. For if "iloabakc MAI/ itivorKe 13paroic"
"notic Xtv itaquitE tpuxiis," I would dare say!

— Aristotle Michopoulos
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